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Generally
Volume I of this Report set out a long-term strategic approach to reforming the City’s Land 
Development Code (“City Code”).  This Volume takes a “deeper dive” into Article 5, Use Regulations,  
and two identified concerns—the definition of “family” and the “reasonable accommodations” 
procedure.  The objective of this Volume is to provide a basis for near-term code revisions that: (1) 
will resolve some administrative and market calibration issues; and (2) are likely to be durable in 
the event of a complete City Code rewrite.

Use Regulations

Generally
Article 5, Use Regulations, is the part of the City Code that sets out:

•	 The land uses that are allowed by right, allowed as conditional uses, and not allowed in each of 
the City’s 43 zoning districts and sub-districts.  

•	 Use-specific development standards (which in some cases are also district-specific for each 
use); 

•	 Standards for accessory uses and structures, including home occupations; and

•	 Standards for temporary uses and structures.

Rethinking the Relationship Between Land Use and Community Character
The City Code uses—principally—a traditional approach in which land uses serve as a proxy for 
the scale and impact of development.  Like other zoning regulations that use this approach, the City 
Code separates different uses into different zone districts in order to help mitigate the impacts of 
more intensive uses on less intensive ones.

When zoning was conceived in the early 1900s—and for many years after that—land use was a 
reasonable predictor of community impacts. For example, in the 1950s, a supermarket occupied 
about 7,000 square feet of floor area on average.  The impacts of the supermarket were fairly 
consistent.  By contrast, today the “standard” supermarket is on the order of 60,000 square feet 
(although smaller groceries are emerging), and superstores with grocery sections can approach 
200,000 square feet. 

The modern store serves a broader market than the typical 1950s-era store because the nature 
of transportation has changed. As a result, the modern store also concentrates traffic and has 
significantly greater impacts on adjoining and nearby properties.

Some zoning reformers press the idea that land use is essentially no longer relevant and that land 
development regulations should focus on form instead.  This Report takes the position that use is 
still highly relevant (consider the relationship between trip generation or parking and land use, the 
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predictable external impacts of certain land uses, and state and federal law applicable to certain 
land uses), but that it should not be used as a proxy for a proposed development’s impacts on 
community character.  For that purpose, scale is a better measure.  The recommendations of this 
Volume attempt to define uses broadly enough for them to be adaptive and inclusive, but narrowly 
enough so that functionally unrelated uses are not grouped together.

Structural Issues

Strengths
Structurally, Article 5 uses the “best practice” of presenting permitted, conditional, and prohibited 
land uses in a table, in which each use is listed in a row and each zone district in a column.  This 
practice allows code readers of all types to have ready access to the information they are looking 
for with respect to land use.  For example, an owner of property in the C-1 zone district will look to 
the column entitled C-1 in the code to determine what types of tenants to look for; while a person 
who wants to open a restaurant would look to the row entitled restaurant to determine where 
restaurants are allowed.  The practice should be retained (with some modifications discussed in this 
Volume) in an updated Article 5.

Weaknesses
Like development itself, land development regulations are composed of many interdependent 
“moving parts.”  As specific parts of the City Code are amended over time, the linkages to other 
parts of the code are frequently weakened or lost.  At a minimum, this inevitable breakdown leads 
to challenges when it comes to administration and interpretation.  Sometimes, it also leads to 
irreconcilable inconsistencies and even litigation.

Article 5 is illustrative of several common structural problems:

•	 Narrowly Defined Uses.  The “Use Classification” column of Section 5.1.2, Summary Table of 
Allowed and Conditional Principal Uses by Zoning District (“Use Table”)  contains classifications 
that are, in general, too narrow to be helpful.  Many of the “Specific Use Types” in the Use Table 
are also too narrow (e.g., “Bakery” and “Concrete Products Production”).

•	 Weakened or Broken Interdependencies.  The land uses that are listed in the Use Table do not 
correspond to the land uses that are listed in the parking standards (Section 6.16.1.B.4.) or the 
development standards (Article 6).  It should be noted that the recommended changes to the 
Use Table will impact the administration of these related components of the City Code.

•	 Problematic or Missing Definitions.  A number of the listed land uses are not defined.  
For those that are defined, some of the definitions are inadequate, or include regulatory or 
procedural requirements in addition to (or in lieu of) definition.

•	 Proliferation of Zone Districts.  There are too many zoning districts and subdistricts, which 
means that land use is probably over-emphasized.  Zone districts should be reconsidered during 
a comprehensive rewrite process.

•	 Cross References.  The last column of the use table, entitled “Additional Regulations,” provides a 
cross reference to additional standards that apply to the listed use.  Some of the cross-references 
are inaccurate (e.g., convenience lending operation cross-references to community agriculture).
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•	 Unwieldy Formatting.  The narrowly defined uses and proliferation of zoning districts combine 
to create another problem—the Use Table is too big.

Suggestions for Reform

#1. Over the Longer-Term, Reduce the Number of Zone Districts and Create a New Approval 
Procedure Between “Permitted Use” and “Conditional Use.”
Given the relatively small number of distinguishable community character types and the limited 
value of land use as a determinant of community character, the number of zone districts in the 
current City Code is probably excessive.  Due to the high level of impact such a change would 
have on other parts of the City Code, the reduction in the number of zone districts should be 
accomplished as part of an overall rewrite of the code, and not as part of a short-term effort to 
reform Article 5.

Another longer-term suggestion is to create a new approval procedure for “Limited-Administrative 
Uses,” which are like Permitted Uses in that they are processed administratively, but are also like 
conditional uses, in that they are subject to additional standards.  Uses which have well-understood 
impacts and associated mitigation techniques (e.g., drive-thru facilities) are good candidates for a 
Limited-Administrative Use process.

#2. Modify the Use Table Hierarchy and Divide the Use Table into Manageable Pieces
Section 5.1.2 describes land uses using a three-level hierarchy.  

•	 At the top of the hierarchy are five broad categories of land use:  Agriculture Use; Commercial 
Uses; Industrial Uses; Public, Institutional, and Civic Uses; and Residential Uses.  

•	 Within each category of use are “use classifications.” 

•	 The use classifications are in most cases further broken out into “specific use types.”  Generally, 
it is the “specific use types” that are regulated as permitted, conditional, or prohibited uses.  
However, in some cases, the “use classification” does not have any subordinate “specific use 
types,” so the use classification is regulated instead.  See Figure II-A.

FIGURE II-A:  EXCERPT FROM SECTION 5.1.2, 
SUMMARY TABLE OF ALLOWED AND CONDITIONAL PRINCIPAL USES BY ZONING DISTRICT

Use Classification Specific Use Type

Uses Allowed by Zoning District

Standard Zoning Districts

A-1 C-1 R-CE R-E R-L

Catering Services

Convenience Lending Operations Pawnbroker

Payday Lender

All Others (e.g., check-cashing 
business and title lender)

This Report recommends that the Use Table utilize a two-level hierarchy, in which broad use 
classifications are an organizing element, and single, well-defined land uses are listed in each row of 
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the table.  A three-level hierarchy may be appropriate for a parking table (e.g., a billiard hall and a 
bowling alley may both be “indoor recreation,” but they would have different independent variables 
with respect to parking calculations).  However, it is not necessary in the use table.

The Use Table would be more accessible if it were divided into several tables (named by the broad 
land use categories they cover). Although the current land use categories are appropriate, the 
following list of tables is suggested in order to modestly improve code navigation:

•	 Residential Uses

•	 Agricultural, General Commercial, Wholesale and Industrial Uses

•	 Overnight Accommodations and Recreation and Amusement Uses

•	 Community, Civic, Education, and Institutional Uses

•	 Motor Vehicle and Heavy Equipment, Transportation, Logistics, and Storage Uses

•	 Utilities and Wireless Telecommunications Facilities

#3. Modify the List of Uses to Consolidate “Specific Use Types” into Functionally-Related, 
Defined Land Uses and Reclassify Uses into a Revised Set of Land Use Categories

AGRICULTURAL USES

Currently, the list of agricultural uses includes four “use classifications” and a total of seven “specific 
use types” within those classifications.  See Figure II-B.

FIGURE II-B:  EXISTING AGRICULTURAL USE CLASSIFICATIONS AND SPECIFIC USE TYPES
Use Classification Specific Use Types

Agriculture crop production, farm, pasture grazing land, poultry hatcheries, fish hatcheries, 
dairy farms, ranching

permanent roadside stand

Agriculture, Community community garden, community supported agricultural farm, market garden

produce stand

Agriculture Services Feed Store

Horticulture and Nurseries Greenhouse / nursery with retail sales

Greenhouse / nursery without retail sales

The following changes are recommended:

•	 Collapse Agriculture, Community Agriculture, and Greenhouse into a Single Use.  Based 
on the City’s definitions, it would appear that the size and the form of ownership are the two 
features that distinguish “agriculture” from “community agriculture.”1  A broad definition of 
agriculture, combined with scale restrictions and livestock restrictions in non-agricultural 
zoning districts (if necessary), could implement the City’s policies with respect to promoting 

1 Generally, the law allows for differentiation between for-profit and not-for-profit activities within zoning codes, 
provided that there is a legitimate zoning purpose to be advanced.  Put simply, if the for-profit and not-for-profit ver-
sions of a comparable use have different functional impacts, then the distinction is likely to be upheld.   See generally 1 
Rathkopf ’s The Law of Zoning and Planning § 4:7 (4th ed.).  If they do not, then the distinction may be struck down.  
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community supported agriculture and local food production utilizing a single, simple use 
classification.

Greenhouses are differentiated from agriculture in the City Code, presumably because they 
involve buildings, which makes their impact on community character different from that of a 
farm or ranch.  However, the current definition of “agriculture” allows poultry hatcheries and 
fish hatcheries, which may involve comparably sized (and comparably utilitarian) buildings.  
Therefore, under current land use policy, there is no obvious reason to differentiate the 
greenhouse use.  Greenhouse / nursery with retail sales should be reclassified as “Heavy Retail” 
(a use classification that is discussed later in this Report).  Finally, since the City does not allow 
commercial marijuana cultivation, it is unlikely that new agricultural uses will be established 
within urbanized or urbanizing areas of the City—except for community gardens.  Put simply, 
from an economic perspective, land values are probably too high to support the creation of new 
farms within the City limits.

•	 Collapse “Permanent roadside stand” and “Produce stand” into “Farm Stand,” and / or 
allow “Farm Stand” as an accessory use to agriculture.  With a consolidated definition of 
“agriculture,” there is no need to maintain a distinction between “permanent roadside stand” 
and “produce stand.”  A new accessory use, “farm stand” would suffice (sales of agricultural 
products from farms are currently allowed as an accessory use).

•	 Consolidate “Agricultural Services / Feed Store” into “Retail Sales and Services” or “Heavy 
Retail” as Appropriate.  Many zoning codes classify feed store as an agricultural use so that it 
can be located in agricultural districts.  This is a useful distinction in large, predominately rural 
counties, where limiting commercial uses in agricultural areas to those used by farmers tends 
to protect rural character and function.  However, in Arvada, neither the extent of agricultural 
zoning nor the distance from that land to commercial areas justifies classifying “feed store” as 
an agricultural use.  This use should be combined with “Retail Sales and Services” or “Heavy 
Retail” (both defined later in this Report), depending upon whether it includes outside storage 
of inventory.

•	 Add “Intensive Agriculture.”  “Intensive agriculture” refers to agricultural operations, like 
concentrated animal feeding operations (“CAFOs”) which require a discharge permit under 
the federal Clean Water Act.  Intensive agriculture has greater impacts on the community than 
traditional agriculture, and while it may be unlikely that a CAFO will seek to locate within the 
City limits of Arvada, it is good practice to address it.

COMMERCIAL USES

•	 Adult business (massage parlor / all others) should be renamed to “Sexually-Oriented 
Business” and reclassified from Commercial Use to Recreation and Amusement Use.  There is 
no obvious reason to break out “massage parlor” for separate treatment.  

Sexually-oriented businesses enjoy First Amendment protections in a manner that most other 
types of businesses do not.  The current strategy of restricting them to PUD districts with any 
limitations that the City Council sees fit could impinge upon protected First Amendment rights.  
To be sure, limiting the locations for this use is permissible, but unconstrained discretion in 
decision-making may not be.
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•	 Animal services (animal boarding (kennels) and training; animal hospital; veterinary offices 
or clinics).  The City Code does not provide definitions for these land uses.  Animal hospital 
and veterinary offices or clinics do not have to be differentiated.  They should be consolidated 
under the single definition—“Small Animal Veterinarian.”  Kennels should be retained as a land 
use.

•	 Building materials and services (retail) (landscape equipment, hardscape materials; all 
others).  The City Code does not provide definitions for these land uses.  They appear to be 
called out due to the intensive (and sometimes unsightly) outdoor format.  These uses should 
be consolidated into a land use called “Heavy Retail.”

•	 Business Services.  The City Code does not define “Business Services.”  An appropriate definition 
is “services that are typically associated with business support that serve walk-in customers, 
including such uses as (a) blueprinting and copy centers; (b) commercial photography studios; 
(c) computer service and business machine repair; (d) employment agencies; and (e) parcel 
service drop-off locations and mailbox services.”  However, as these services are typical of retail 
environments, they should be consolidated into a single definition of “Retail Sales and Services.”

•	 Catering Services.  The City Code does not define “Catering Services.”  Catering is a service 
provided by many restaurants and event centers.  It is also a service provided by businesses that 
prepare food in one location for transport and service to another location.  From a planning 
perspective, “restaurant,” “event center,” and “commercial kitchen” cover “catering services.”  As 
such, “catering services” should be deleted, as it is simultaneously too general and too specific.  
“Commercial Kitchen” should be allowed, either on its own or as a “Light Industrial” use.

•	 Convenience Lending Operations (Pawnbroker; Payday Lender; All Others (e.g., check-
cashing business and title lender)).  The differentiation between “Payday Lender” and “All 
Others” is not necessarily present in the marketplace.  Although these are different services, 
many convenience lending business provide payday loans, title loans, and check cashing.  It is 
unlikely that there is a discernible difference in impact between stores that offer title loans and 
stores that offer payday loans.  Pawnbrokers may have a different impact, and should be retained 
as a separate category of land use.  “Convenience Lending Operation” should be demoted to a 
“specific use type” that includes “payday lender” and “all others.”

•	 Eating and Drinking Establishments (Fast food restaurant; Fast Food w/drive thru; 
Restaurant; Bar, tavern, night club).  Due to the increasing popularity of “fast casual” 
restaurants, the traditional eating and drinking establishment vocabulary used in Arvada is 
creating confusion.  Changing the categories of use to:  Restaurant, Low Turnover; Restaurant, 
High Turnover may provide a more useful distinction that avoids the sometimes pejorative 
phrase “fast food.”  Night club should be reclassified as a Recreation and Amusement Use.  
Drive-through facilities are not technically a “use,” and should ultimately be addressed with 
design and stacking standards.

•	 Financial Institutions (No drive-in facilities; With drive-in facilities).  At one time, financial 
institutions generated high levels of peak hour traffic on Friday afternoons, and were therefore 
differentiated from other consumer and business services.  Today, however, from a functional 
perspective there is little difference between a bank and other personal services, business 
services, and retail uses.  As such, the category should be dropped, and the uses combined 
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into “Retail Sales and Services.”  Drive-through facilities are not technically a “use,” and should 
ultimately be addressed with design and stacking standards.

•	 Food & Beverage (Convenience store; Grocery store; Farmers market; All others (e.g., 
delicatessen, retail bakery, specialty food market)).  Traditionally, food and beverage stores 
were regulated separately from retail due to the potential for odors and pests associated with 
food waste.  Health codes require clean trash areas and containers with plastic liners and tight 
fitting lids.  There is little need to differentiate between food and beverage stores and other types 
of retailers.  Consequently, these should be combined into “Retail Sales and Services.”  

•	 Funeral and Internment Services (Funeral homes and mortuaries; Crematoriums).  These 
uses are not defined in the City Code.  However, they are functionally different from other uses, 
and should continue to be called out separately in the Use Table.

•	 Office (Business or professional (including medical/dental offices/clinics).  The functional 
difference between general/professional office, call centers, and medical office is significant.  
Medical offices generally create more traffic and parking demand.  Call centers require 
more parking because employees are more concentrated than in most other types of offices.  
Consequently, these three uses should be separated in the use table.

•	 Personal Services.  As currently defined, “personal services” includes a variety of uses, including 
portrait shops, shoe repair, driving schools, and health and fitness studios.  Many of the uses 
that are classified as “personal services” should be reclassified as “Retail Sales and Services.”  
Others (e.g., martial arts instruction, dance studio, and other comparable physical instruction-
type uses) should be reclassified as “Indoor Recreation.”

•	 Recording Studio, Radio, T.V. Studio.  Recording studios, radio studios, and television 
studios are typically office uses.  Movie sets and soundstages with studio audiences should be 
classified as indoor or outdoor theaters as appropriate.  With the recommended changes to 
other definitions to accommodate them, recording studios, radio, and television studios should 
be removed from the Use Table. 

•	 Recreation or Amusement Facilities, Private (Indoor; Outdoor Playing Fields; Outdoor 
Bungee Jumping; Outdoor Swimming Pools; Outdoor Ice Skating Rinks; Outdoor – All 
Others; Riding academies and stables).  Recreation and amusement facilities should be broken 
out into several different land uses:  indoor recreation; indoor commercial amusement; outdoor 
recreation; and commercial stables and riding academies.

•	 Repair Services (Not Including Vehicles).  “Repair services” is not a defined phrase in the 
City Code.  Repairs that do not involve noticeable externalities (e.g., small electronics repair, 
vacuum repair, small engine repair, screen repair, etc.) should be included within the definition 
of “Retail Sales and Services.”  Heavier repairs should be classified as Light Industrial or Heavy 
Industrial, depending upon their external impacts.

•	 Retail Establishments (Firewood storage and sales; Outdoor Retail Display & Sales; Regional 
Shopping Center; Retail Establishments – Large (25,000 sq. ft. GFA or larger); All Other 
Retail Less Than 25,000 sq. ft. GFA; Small Retail Recycling Establishment (less than 35,000 
sq. ft.); Used Merchandise Store – Inventory Primarily Donated; Used Merchandise Store 
– Inventory Primarily Non-Donated; Used Merchandise Donation Center).  Retail should 
be divided into three categories:  “Retail Sales and Services,” “Heavy Retail,” and “Retail Sales, 
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Donated Merchandise.”  “Heavy Retail” involves significant outdoor display of merchandise.  The 
other two categories do not.  Recycling centers should be reclassified as “Recycling Collection 
Centers” and moved to the Wholesale and Industrial use category.

•	 Telecommunications Facilities and Satellite Dish Antennas (Radio & Television Transmission 
Tower; Freestanding Towers; Other Facilities).  Telecommunications facilities should be 
reclassified from “Commercial” to “Utilities and Wireless Telecommunications Facilities.”  
These land uses should be defined as “attached” or “freestanding” wireless telecommunications 
facilities.  Telephone Exchange / Telecommunications Hotel / Server Farm should be added.

•	 Vehicle/Equipment Sales and Services is a use classification that includes a large number of 
“specific use types” that involve vehicles and heavy equipment:  Automobile rentals; Automobile 
washing facility; Limited equipment rental; Motor vehicle dealer/sales, new and used (includes 
RVs, trailers, mobile homes); Motor vehicle showroom (interior display); Service stations (minor 
repairs included); Vehicle or automobile wrecking or salvage yard (including outdoor storage of 
inoperable vehicles); Vehicle storage (Operable vehicles only); Vehicle towing services; Major 
Vehicle/equipment repair (includes auto body repair, paint shops, and incidental sales of parts); 
Minor vehicle repair (includes minor repair where vehicles are not stored in an inoperable or 
unlicensed condition); and Vehicle/equipment sales and rentals (other than motor vehicles).  
The “Vehicle/Equipment Sales and Services” use classification should be upgraded to a category 
called “Motor Vehicle and Heavy Equipment.”  The following uses should be included in this 
category:  Fueling or charging station; motor vehicle repair or service, heavy; motor vehicle 
repair or service, light; motor vehicle sales or rental, commercial or construction; motor vehicle 
sales or rental, motorcycles, scooters, snowmobiles, and ATVs; motor vehicle sales or rental, 
passenger vehicles and light trucks; recreational vehicle and boat sales or rental; and vehicle 
wash.  Salvage yards and towing services should be moved to the industrial category.  Parking 
and vehicle storage should be categorized as “Transportation” uses.

•	 Visitor Accommodations is a use classification that includes Bed and breakfast establishments; 
Hotel/motel; and Trailer park, overnight campground.  These should be moved to the category 
“Overnight Accommodations.”  “Trailer park, overnight campground” should be renamed to 
“campground / recreational vehicle park” and defined.

•	 Warehousing & Distribution is a use classification that includes Freight terminal, excluding 
couriers; Mini-storage and warehouse; Retail sales in conjunction with warehouse establishment; 
and “all other.”  These uses should be moved to the category “Transportation, Logistics, and 
Storage Uses.”  “Freight terminal” are not defined in the City Code.  “Freight terminal” should 
be incorporated into a broad definition of “warehousing and distribution.”  “Mini-storage and 
warehouse” should be retained.  “Storage Yard” should be added under this category.

•	 Wholesale Establishments (Including Accessory Offices) (Bakery; Retail sales in conjunction 
with wholesaling; Wholesaling including stock).  Wholesaling should be collapsed into a 
single use under the “Wholesale and Industrial” category.  Accessory offices and subordinate 
retail uses should be allowed in conjunction with wholesale uses.  Wholesale membership clubs 
(e.g., Sams Club and Costco) should be classified as “Retail Sales and Services.”
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INDUSTRIAL USES

•	 Auction House or Yard.  “Auction house or yard” is defined as “A permitted auction house or 
yard shall not include livestock auction houses or yards.”  Auction house is a retail use, which 
should be classified as “Retail Sales and Services” (auction house) or “Heavy Retail” (auction 
yard).  This use should be deleted from the Use Table.

•	 Industry. The use classification “Industry” includes the following specific use types:  Concrete 
products production; Custom crafts (such as ceramics, furniture making, and stained 
glass production); general machine shops; Light trade and technical uses; Meat processing 
plant; Primary manufacturing; Publishing plant; Research and development; Secondary 
manufacturing, processing, and fabrication; Soil amendments packaging and processing such 
as peat moss, topsoil, and composted manure, but excluding raw manure or chemical fertilizers.  
The “specific use types” within the use classification “industry” are not helpful for a variety of 
reasons.

Concrete products production; custom crafts; general machine shops, and publishing plant 
are not defined in the City Code. “Research and development” is not defined, but “Research, 
development, and testing laboratories” is.  However, that definition is tautological and includes 
regulatory text:  

Research, development, and testing laboratories includes research, development and 
testing laboratories that do not involve the mass manufacture, fabrication, processing or 
sale of products. Such uses shall not violate any odor, dust, smoke, gas, noise, radiation, 
vibration, or similar pollution standard as specified herein.”

Manufacturing, as well as primary and secondary manufacturing, are all defined.  However, 
it is not obvious that the definitions are useful in terms of differentiating them with respect to 
external impacts on the community.  For example, a lumber mill would be considered primary 
manufacturing, while an auto plant would be considered secondary manufacturing.

Light trade and technical uses means “the fabrication, assembly, packaging, or repair, rental, or 
servicing of any commodity, the sale of which is permitted within the subject zoning district.  
The definition overlaps with, but does not completely displace “repair services.”  It also requires 
cross-referencing to other land uses to determine if a product may be sold in the subject zoning 
district.  This use should be deleted from the Use Table.

To differentiate between industrial uses, it is helpful to avoid traditional assumptions about 
the nature of a manufacturing process.  Instead, the focus should be on outdoor storage of 
materials, environmental risks, truck traffic, noise, dust, and odors.  Light industries do not 
have significant outdoor storage, risk, truck traffic, noise, dust, and odors.  Heavy industries are 
characterized by at least one of those characteristics.  

•	 Outdoor Storage.  Outdoor storage is a use classification that includes the specific use types 
“Contractors with outdoor storage,” and “All other outdoor storage.”  From a zoning perspective, 
there is little reason to distinguish the two.  For contractors—and others—who need more 
outside storage than is permitted for light industrial uses, the use “Storage Yard” should be 
included in the Use Table.
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•	 Reservoir Construction.  Reservoir construction is not defined in the City Code.  Unless one 
refers to the use-specific standards in Division 5.2, is not clear whether this use refers to the 
location of a company who might build a reservoir, or to the reservoir itself.  In either case, it is 
not necessary to include this use in the Use Table, and it should be deleted.

•	 Resource Extraction.  Borrow pit; Subsurface extraction (including oil and natural gas 
extraction); surface extraction (mining).  Extraction of minerals should be performed according 
to a Master Plan for Extraction prepared by the Planning Commission under the authority of 
C.R.S. § 34-1-304.  Ultimately, borrow pits for construction purposes should be regulated along 
with grading, erosion, and sediment control permitting, but until the City Code is rewritten, 
the use should remain in the Use Table.  Oil and gas extraction is largely preempted by the 
Colorado Oil and Gas Conservation Commission.  Local regulation of oil and gas extraction is 
allowed, but must not conflict with state regulations.

•	 Waste-Related Uses (Commercial trash removal companies without trash storage or trash 
transfer operations).  This use appears to be fleet storage and administration for trash hauling 
companies.  Based on the size of the fleet and the nature of the waste the company hauls, it 
should be considered either light industrial or heavy industrial.

PUBLIC, INSTITUTIONAL, AND CIVIC USES

•	 Ambulance services.  This use should be deleted.  Ambulance storage (unless associated with 
a medical use) should be generalized as vehicle storage or fleet storage under the category of 
Transportation, Logistics, and Storage Uses.

•	 Cemeteries.  This use should be retained.

•	 Clubs and Lodges (Gun clubs; All others).  Gun clubs should be classified as “Indoor 
Recreation,” or if outdoors, as “Shooting Ranges.”  “All others” should be classified as “Places of 
Assembly.”

•	 Community Services.  “Community Services” is a use classification that includes Events 
Center; Assembly hall or exhibition facilities; and Cultural facilities.  All of these uses should be 
renamed, collectively, “Places of Assembly.”

•	 Day Care Center, Adult or Child.  Child daycare is different from adult daycare in terms of 
noise and traffic impacts.  These uses should be separated.  Child daycare uses should be further 
broken down by size of the daycare (6 or fewer, 7 to 12, more than 12 attendees), which is 
related to the type of license that is required by the State.

•	 Golf Course.  Golf courses are “Outdoor Recreation.”  This use is too specific, and should be 
deleted from the Use Table.

•	 Heliports / Helistops.  These uses should be retained in the Use Table, but moved to the 
Transportation, Logistics, and Storage Uses category.

•	 Hospitals.  This use should be retained in the Use Table.

•	 Public Lands, Parks, and Buildings.  This use should be deleted from the Use Table, because 
“public land” and “public building” does not describe a use, and “parks” are outdoor recreation.

•	 Recycling Facilities, Large.  This use should be moved to the Wholesale and Industrial category.
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•	 Religious Institutions.  This use should be combined with others that are reclassified as “Places 
of Assembly.”  Use of the phrase “Religious Institutions” implicates (but does not necessarily 
violate) the Religious Land Use and Institutionalized Persons Act.

•	 Schools.  Schools is a use classification that includes the following specific use types:  Elementary 
and secondary education schools; Private business, trade, and vocation schools; Post-secondary 
colleges, universities, and technical schools; and Schools of special instruction.  None of the 
types of schools listed are defined in the City Code.  Pre-kindergarten and kindergarten schools 
are classified as “Day Care, Child” in the City Code.  The school uses should be both simplified 
and expanded— “Pre-kindergarten,” “Elementary,” “Middle,” “High,” “Vocational, Trade, or 
Language,” and “College or University.”

•	 Transportation Facilities.  Transportation facilities is a use classification that includes the 
following specific use types: Public Automobile Park ’n Ride (Commuter) Lots; Passenger 
terminal; and Private automobile parking lots or parking garages as a principal use.  From a 
functional perspective, there is no difference between a commuter parking lot and a private 
parking lot.  The land uses “Parking” (surface or structured) and “Passenger Terminal” should 
be moved to the Transportation, Logistics, and Storage Uses category.     

•	 Utilities.  The Utilities use classification includes the following specific use types:  Public 
utilities, major; overhead electric transmission lines and distribution feeder lines over 110 
KV; and Public utilities, minor.  The existing definition of “Public Utilities, Major” subsumes 
overhead electric transmission lines and distribution feeder lines over 110 KV, so the specific 
reference to the lines should be deleted from the Use Table.  Public Utilities, Major should be 
categorized as “Utilities and Wireless Telecommunications Facilities”

“Public Utilities, Minor” relates to electric and telecommunications lines; water, sewer, 
stormwater, and gas pipelines; and their related infrastructure.  These should be grouped into 
a category of “Essential Services” and allowed everywhere.  Public Utilities, Minor should be 
deleted from the Use Table.

•	 Waste-Related Uses.  Trash Transfer Station is the “specific use type” under this use classification.  
This use should be retained, but moved to the Wholesale and Industrial Use category.

•	 Zoos, Arboretum, Botanical Gardens.  This use classification should be simplified.  Arboretum 
and Botanical Gardens should be classified as “Outdoor Recreation.”  Zoos are functionally 
different, in that they generally attract more visitors, and they involve more noise and odors.  
Since they are a unique use in terms of character and impacts, zoos should remain as a listed 
use.

RESIDENTIAL USES

•	 Group living facilities.  Group living facilities is a broad use classification that includes Assisted 
living facility; Boarding, lodging, or rooming houses; Group homes; Group homes for juvenile 
offenders; Group homes for developmentally disabled persons; Group homes for elderly 
persons; Group homes for mentally ill persons; and nursing homes.  All of these classifications 
should be retained.  Congregate Care should be added to Assisted Living Facility, as they are 
functionally related.
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•	 Household Living.  Household living covers typical forms of dwelling units:  Accessory dwelling 
units in conjunction with commercial uses (including “live-work” unit); Multifamily dwelling; 
Single-family detached dwelling; and Two-family dwelling.  This list should be expanded to 
include the following additional housing types:  townhomes; multiplex (also called “urban 
home” in Arvada); manufactured homes; and live-work units (to address them directly).  “Two-
family dwellings” should be called “duplexes.”

#4. Ensure that All Uses Are Defined in Ways that are Mutually Exclusive
Many of the uses in the City Code are not currently defined.  All land uses should be defined in 
ways that are mutually exclusive, that is, that do not overlap with each other.  Ideally, the definitions 
would be hyperlinked to the defined words and phrases in the electronic version of the code.

RESIDENTIAL USE DEFINITIONS

•	 Multifamily means a building containing three or more dwelling units, designed to be occupied 
by three or more families or households living independently of each other. “Multi-family 
dwelling” includes condominium or apartment buildings in which the individual dwelling 
units are typically separated by floors and common walls.

•	 Single-Family Detached Dwelling means a dwelling that is detached (free-standing and 
surrounded on all sides by open areas or yards) and occupied by only one family.

•	 Duplex means a building containing two dwellings units, located side-by-side and totally 
separated from each other by an unpierced wall extending from foundation to roof, or located 
one above the other and totally separated from each other by a floor and separate entry doors.

•	 Townhome means a building containing three or more individual dwelling units that are 
attached by one or more party walls.

•	 Multiplex means a building that is designed to look like a single-family detached building, but 
which includes three to five individual dwelling units.

•	 Manufactured Home means a structure transportable in one or more sections, which is built 
on a permanent chassis and is designed for use with or without a permanent foundation when 
connected to the required utilities, and which has certification required by the United States 
Secretary of Housing and Urban Development and was constructed is in compliance with 
the requirements of 42 U.S.C. § 5401, et seq., Manufactured Home Construction and Safety 
Standards, and the regulations of the Department of Housing and Urban Development that 
are promulgated thereunder. The phrase “manufactured home” does not include a recreational 
vehicle, nor does it include a mobile home.  This definition does not apply to floodplain 
management regulations.

•	 Live-work Unit means a building or portion of a building that combines a dwelling unit with 
an integrated workspace that is principally used by one or more of the residents of the dwelling 
unit.  The workspace is subordinate to the primary residential use.

•	 Assisted Living Facility / Congregate Care means a residential use that provides meals and 
assistance with daily activities, such as dressing, grooming, and bathing, for the elderly or adults 
who are unable to manage these activities themselves, or living quarters and shared living and 
dining spaces for the elderly.  The phrase does not include “group home for the elderly.”
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•	 Boarding, Lodging, or Rooming House means a building where lodging, with or without meals, 
is provided for compensation for five or more persons, but not more than eight persons, not 
including members of the owner’s or proprietor’s immediate family who might be residing 
in the same building. For the purposes of this definition, the word “compensation” includes 
money, services, or anything of value.

•	 Group Home means a dwelling unit in which six or more individuals live together (but not 
more than one who is required to register as a sex offender pursuant to C.R.S. § 18-3-412.5, 
as amended) and receive supportive services and are supervised by persons who live in the 
residence.  A Group Home does not house more than twelve residents, including supervisory 
personnel, but not including any children of a resident who are under the age of two years, 
except as otherwise provided by this Code.  Except for Group Homes for Juvenile Offenders, 
“group homes” does not include Detention Facilities.

•	 Group Home for Juvenile Offenders means a Group Home that is licensed or certified by the 
State of Colorado, housing residents placed by the Jefferson County Department of Human 
Services or Adams County Department of Social Services or the Colorado Department of 
Human Services, Division of Youth Corrections, for purposes of rehabilitation, special care, 
supervision, or treatment for social, behavioral, or disciplinary problems. A Group Home for 
Juvenile Offenders shall not have more than 14 residents, plus additional required staff.

•	 Group Home for Developmentally Disabled Persons means state-licensed Group Home 
serving not more than eight persons, exclusively for the care of persons with developmental 
disabilities, as defined and regulated by the Colorado Department of Human Services, Division 
for Developmental Disabilities Services, and the Colorado Department of Public Health and 
Environment.

•	 Group Home for Elderly Persons means a Group Home of up to eight persons who are 60 years 
of age or older who do not require medical attention associated with a residential health care 
facility. Group Homes for Elderly Persons are either: (1) licensed as an assisted living residence 
or alternative care facility by the Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment; 
or (2) certified as an adult foster care facility by the Jefferson County Department of Human 
Services or Adams County Department of Social Services.

•	 Group Home for Mentally Ill Persons means a state-licensed Group Home serving not more than 
eight persons exclusively for the care of persons with mental illness, as defined and regulated by 
the Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment. 

•	 Nursing Home means a state-licensed group living facility regulated as a skilled nursing facility, 
as defined in C.R.S. § 26-4-103(11).

AGRICULTURAL, GENERAL COMMERCIAL, WHOLESALE AND INDUSTRIAL USE DEFINITIONS

•	 Agriculture means crop production, silviculture, raising livestock, raising and milking dairy 
cows or goats, horticulture, floriculture, aquaculture, or viticulture; which may include facilities 
for the sale of produce, wine, flowers, and / or dairy products produced or grown on-site.  The 
term “agriculture” does not include “intensive agriculture.”

•	 Intensive Agriculture means (i) concentrated animal feeding operations (“CAFOs”) of any size, 
as defined by 40 C.F.R. § 122.23, Concentrated Animal Feeding Operations; (ii) concentrated 
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aquatic animal production facilities, as defined by 40 C.F.R. § 122.24, Concentrated Aquatic 
Animal Production Facilities; (iii) any use where animals are tightly confined in buildings 
or outdoor pens or pastures with more than one animal equivalent unit per acre, including 
feedlots, hog farms, and poultry operations; or (iv) any other agricultural use that is required to 
obtain a discharge permit under the Federal Clean Water Act due to animal wastes.

•	 Farm Stand means a temporary or permanent structure for the sale of agricultural products on 
the premises of an agricultural use.

•	 Convenience Lending Operation means a check-cashing business, payday lender, or title lender, 
or any combination thereof.

•	 Heavy Retail means retail and / or service activities that have regular outside service or outside 
storage areas, or partially enclosed structures, as listed below:

•	 Permanent retail operations that are located outside of enclosed buildings, except motor 
vehicles, construction vehicles, recreational vehicles, and boats;

•	 Home improvement centers;

•	 Lumber and other building materials;

•	 Retail nurseries and landscaping supply store;

•	 Lawn, garden equipment, and related supplies stores (with outdoor displays of merchandise); 
and

•	 Recreational equipment rental where the equipment is stored outside.

•	 Kennel means a facility in which four or more household pets of the same species are temporarily 
housed, groomed, bred, boarded, or trained; and may also be incidentally treated for medical 
conditions. Kennel includes for-profit facilities; as well as not-for-profit or public facilities at 
which abandoned or rescued animals are housed and offered for adoption. Kennels may also 
sell animals.

•	 Office, Call Center means a use in which more than 50 employees are principally tasked with 
making large volumes of outgoing calls or answering incoming calls to provide marketing, 
surveying, order processing, technical support, order processing, or other comparable 
telephone-based services.

•	 Office, General or Professional means uses in which professional, administrative, clerical, 
brokering, real estate, and limited technical support are provided.  The phrase includes:

•	 Accounting, auditing and bookkeeping;

•	 Advertising and graphic design;

•	 Architectural, engineering, and surveying services;

•	 Attorneys and court reporters;

•	 Brokering of motor vehicles, commodities, and other items where the thing brokered is not 
stored on-site for any length of time;

•	 Business incubators;
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•	 Computer programming and data recovery services;

•	 Corporate headquarters;

•	 Data processing and word processing services;

•	 Detective agencies;

•	 Government offices;

•	 Insurance;

•	 Interior design;

•	 Real estate sales and off-site rental offices;

•	 Research and development that does not include on-site manufacturing;

•	 Retail catalog, internet, and telephone order processing, but not warehousing; and

•	 Virtual office services.

•	 Office, Medical means office space used for the examination and / or treatment of patients on 
an outpatient basis (with no overnight stays by patients), generally by appointment, by such 
professionals as:

•	 Medical doctors (physicians, pediatricians, obstetricians, gynecologists, radiologists, 
geriatricians, general and specialist surgeons, podiatrists, ophthalmologists, anesthesiologists, 
etc.);

•	 Dentists;

•	 Optometrists;

•	 Midwives;

•	 Physical therapists, occupational therapists, and speech therapists;

•	 Chiropractors, licensed massage therapists, and acupuncturists;

•	 Nutritionists and homeopaths;

•	 Psychiatrists, clinical psychologists, clinical social workers, and marriage and family 
therapists;

•	 Physiatrists, physiotherapists, orthotics, prosthetics, recreational therapists, audiologists, 
respiratory therapists, rehabilitation counselors, prosthetic technicians, and personal care 
assistants; and

•	 Other comparable health care professionals.

The phrase “Medical Office” includes the phrase “Medical Lab” to the extent necessary to carry 
out diagnostic services for the medical office’s patients. The phrase “Medical Office” does not 
include the phrase “Medical Clinic.” The phrase “Medical Office” is subsumed by the term 
“Hospital.”

•	 Pawnbroker means a person or establishment engaged in any operation constituting a 
“pawnbroker,” as that term is defined in C.R.S. § 12-56-101, as amended.
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•	 Restaurant, High Turnover means a business which provides food and beverage services 
to patrons who order and pay before eating.  Food and beverages may be consumed on the 
premises, taken out or delivered.  This classification includes businesses commonly known as 
“fast-casual,” cafeteria, cafes, fast-food, pizza delivery, snack bars, and takeout restaurants.

•	 Restaurant, Low Turnover means a business which provides food and beverage services to patrons 
who order and are served while seated (table service) and pay after eating.  Takeout service 
may also be provided.  Restaurant, Low Turnover includes restaurant uses that manufacture 
alcoholic beverages for consumption on-site.

•	 Retail Sales, Donated Merchandise means an establishment that accepts donations of merchandise 
for resale, with proceeds used to support a charitable organization.

•	 Retail Sales and Services means commercial retail, business service, and personal service uses 
that are not specifically defined elsewhere in this Code, which do not include regular outside 
storage or sales.  The phrase includes uses that are comparable to the following:

•	 Furniture and home furnishings stores;

•	 Electronics and appliance stores;

•	 Paint and wallpaper stores;

•	 Hardware stores, plumbing supplies, electrical supplies, lighting stores;

•	 Food and beverage stores (but not restaurants, bars, and taverns);

•	 Health and personal care stores;

•	 Clothing, clothing accessory, and jewelry stores;

•	 Florist, card, and gift shops;

•	 Sporting goods, hobby, book, and music stores;

•	 General merchandise stores;

•	 Second-hand stores and pawn shops;

•	 Miscellaneous store retailers;

•	 Tattoo parlors;

•	 Branch banking;

•	 Tutoring;

•	 Tanning facilities;

•	 Hair and nail salons;

•	 Blueprinting and copy centers;

•	 Commercial photography studios;

•	 Mailbox services and parcel drop-off locations;

•	 Temporary employment agencies;
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•	 Laundromat, retail dry cleaning, tailoring, shoe repair, and clothes restoration;

•	 Urgent care clinics (but not emergency rooms);

•	 Liquor stores; and

•	 Computer and small appliance repair.

•	 Small Animal Veterinarian means a use in which medical care is provided for household pets. 
The phrase does not include medical care for wild animals or livestock.

•	 Wholesale means an establishment that is primarily engaged in selling and / or distributing 
merchandise to retailers; to industrial, commercial, institutional, or professional business users; 
or to other wholesalers. The term “wholesale” does not include wholesale membership clubs 
that offer memberships to the general public.

•	 Composting Facility means a facility to which vegetative waste materials, such as lawn clippings, 
tree trimmings, weeds, and vegetable food scraps from more than one lot or parcel are delivered 
for composting. The phrase “composting facility” does not include processing of biosolids from 
wastewater.2

•	 Disposal means facilities for the disposal of non-nuclear waste or fill.  The term includes solid 
waste disposal sites and facilities, as defined by C.R.S. § 30-20-101; and hazardous waste disposal 
sites, as defined by C.R.S. § 25-15-200.3.3

•	 Heavy Industry means industrial uses that are not specifically defined elsewhere in this Code, 
which can be described in one of the following three ways:

•	 Primary processing or manufacturing or repair operations not specifically defined elsewhere 
in this Article or this definition, which involve:

•	 A material risk of environmental contamination, explosion, or fire;

•	 Perceptible ground vibration;

•	 Excessive noise or dust;

•	 Emission of objectionable odors; or

•	 More than 12 trips by semi trailer trucks per day; or

•	 Processing of minerals (except precious and semi-precious stone cutting for jewelry or 
precision instruments such as lasers or watches), ores, or fossil fuels; or

•	 Industries that are required to undergo New Source Review under the Federal Clean Air 
Act, or are subject to construction or operation permits pursuant to the Colorado Stationary 
Sources Program or Title V of the Federal Clean Air Act.

For illustrative purposes, heavy industrial uses include, but are not limited to:

2 This is a suggested new use for the City Code.  Specific standards and locational criteria for “Composting Facil-
ity” should be developed during a code rewrite.  In the meantime, this use should be allowed as “Heavy Industry.”

3 This is a suggested new use for the City Code.  Specific standards and locational criteria for “Disposal” should 
be developed during a code rewrite.  In the meantime, this use should be prohibited.
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•	 Coal cleaning plants with thermal dryers; coke oven batteries; carbon black plants 
(furnace process); petroleum refineries; petroleum storage and transfer units (except 
retail gasoline stations); and bulk fuel dealers;

•	 Facilities used in the primary or secondary production of metals (e.g., primary zinc, 
copper, or lead smelters; primary aluminum ore reduction plants; iron and steel mills; 
sintering plants; secondary metal production plants; and blacksmith shops);

•	 Portland cement plants;

•	 Sawmills and pulp mills;

•	 Incinerators with the capacity to charge more than 250 tons of refuse per day;

•	 Lime plants; phosphate rock processing plants; sulfur recovery plants; and hydrofluoric, 
sulferic, or nitric acid plants;

•	 Fossil fuel combustion (except for electricity generation) totaling more than 250 million 
BTUs per hour of heat input;

•	 Fabrication of vehicles, manufacturing equipment, durable goods, or pre-fabricated 
homes or home components;

•	 Drycleaner processing plants that use large quantities of PERC or comparable 
petrochemical solvents; and

•	 Manufacture of plastic products (except assembly of parts that are manufactured 
elsewhere);

•	 Hot mix asphalt plants.

•	 Light Industry means uses that involve research and development, assembly, compounding, 
packaging, testing, or treatment of products, generally from previously prepared materials, 
with limited outside storage and limited external impacts or risks. For illustrative purposes, 
light industrial uses include:

•	 Assembly, testing, or refurbishing of products, instruments, electronics, office and 
computing machines, and fixtures from pre-manufactured components;

•	 Offices of general contractors; specialty subcontractors; tradesmen; or telecommunications 
providers which include:

•	 Overhead door access to indoor storage of tools, parts, and materials;

•	 Parking of commercial vehicles or a fleet of cars, vans, or light trucks that are used in 
the business; or

•	 Limited outdoor storage areas;

•	 Food production (e.g., commercial kitchen or bakery) and packaging, but not:

•	 Meat and seafood processing;

•	 Medical marijuana-infused products manufacture; and

•	 Restaurants;
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•	 Beverage production (alcoholic and non-alcoholic) and bottling;

•	 Furniture making or refinishing;

•	 Manufacture of textiles or apparel;

•	 Screen printing of apparel (except low volume screen printing at a retail store);

•	 Printing and publishing, except copy centers, and except printing presses that require a 
Stationary Source permit or Title V permit for air emissions;

•	 Research and development of products, equipment, or materials (if not classified as heavy 
industry);

•	 Disassembly of consumer electronics and / or appliances into component parts, where all 
operations and storage are within an enclosed building;

•	 Manufacture of glass products (e.g., window panes, bottles and jars), including hand-blown 
products;

•	 Fabrication of building materials such as countertops, drywall, and cut stone (if not classified 
as heavy industry);

•	 Manufacture or compounding of pharmaceutical products, dietary supplements, health 
and beauty products, and herbal products; or

•	 Packaging of products.

•	 Recycling Collection Center means a facility used for the collection, sorting, bundling, packaging, 
and temporary storage of material to be recycled or reused (such as aluminum cans, glass, 
paper, polystyrene, fabric, plastics, etc.) in an industrial process.

•	 Resource Extraction (Minerals) means the extraction of coal or other mineral resources 
(including sand and gravel, but not oil and gas) from the land (surface or subsurface).

•	 Resource Extraction (Oil and Gas) means exploration for and production of oil and natural gas.

•	 Salvage Yard means any establishment that is maintained, used, or operated for storing, buying, 
or selling wrecked, scrapped, ruined, or dismantled motor vehicles or motor vehicle parts. 
Salvage yards are also referred to by Colorado law as “automobile graveyards.” See C.R.S. § 43-
1-502.

•	 Waste Transfer Station means the use of land or a facility, regardless of name or title, to unload 
solid waste from vehicles, and, with or without intermediate processing such as compaction, 
sorting, or shredding, subsequently re-load the waste onto other vehicles for delivery to another 
transfer site, storage site, or disposal site.  In addition to transferring solid waste, a waste transfer 
station may also include facilities for drop-off of recyclable materials (e.g., waste paper, motor 
oil, scrap metal, polystyrene foam, porcelain, batteries, electronic components, textiles, plastics, 
discarded shoes, cardboard, and other discarded household materials), where the materials are 
sorted, temporarily stored, and then shipped in bulk to other locations for processing.
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OVERNIGHT ACCOMMODATIONS,  
AND RECREATION AND AMUSEMENT USE DEFINITIONS

•	 Bed and Breakfast means an owner-occupied single-family dwelling where up to a maximum of 
five rooms may be rented for overnight lodging.  The five lodging rooms may be in addition to 
bedrooms used by the resident family.

•	 Campground / Recreational Vehicle Park means an area of land developed and intended for 
use to provide the traveling public with short-term accommodations for recreational vehicles, 
motor homes, travel trailers, truck campers, and tents.

•	 Hotel / Motel means a building or group of buildings that contain living or sleeping 
accommodations in guest rooms for transient occupancy.

•	 Sexually-Oriented Business means a Sexually-Oriented Theater / Dancing Establishment or a 
Sexually-Oriented Retail Establishment.

•	 Sexually-Oriented Theater / Dancing Establishment means any of the following uses:

•	 Adult Arcade, which means any commercial establishment or private club where, for any 
form of consideration, one or more still or motion picture projectors, slide projectors, 
video displays, or similar machines, or other image producing machines, for viewing by 
five or fewer persons per machine at any one time, are used to regularly show films, motion 
pictures, digital images or video, video cassettes, slides, or other photographic reproductions 
or mechanically, electronically, chemically, or digitally reproduced visual materials 
characterized by an emphasis upon the depiction, display or exhibition of specified sexual 
activities or specified anatomical areas.

•	 Adult Cabaret, which means a nightclub, bar, restaurant, concert hall, auditorium, or other 
commercial establishment or private club which regularly features or presents live adult 
entertainment.

•	 Nude Model Studio, which means any place where a person who appears nude, semi-nude, 
or who otherwise displays specified anatomical areas, is provided to be observed, sketched, 
drawn, painted, sculptured, photographed, or similarly depicted by other persons. The 
phrase “nude model studio” does not include a proprietary school licensed by the State of 
Colorado or a college, junior college or university supported entirely or in part by public 
taxation; a private college or university which maintains and operates educational programs 
in which credits are transferable to a college, junior college, or university supported entirely 
or partly by taxation; or a business in a structure:

•	 That has no sign visible from the exterior of the structure and no other advertising that 
indicates a nude or semi-nude person is available for viewing; and

•	 Where in order to participate in a class a student must enroll at least three days in 
advance of the class; and

•	 Where no more than one nude or semi-nude model is on the premises at any one time.

•	 Adult Motel, which means a hotel, motel or similar commercial establishment which:

•	 Offers accommodations to the public for any form of consideration and provides 
patrons with closed-circuit television transmissions, films, motion pictures, video 
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cassettes, digital images or video, slides, or other photographic reproductions or 
mechanically, electronically, chemically, or digitally reproduced visual materials 
which are characterized by an emphasis upon the depiction, display or exhibition of 
specified sexual activities or specified anatomical areas; and has a sign visible from the 
public right-of-way which advertises the availability of this adult type of photographic 
reproduction; or

•	 Offers a sleeping room for rent for a period of time that is less than 10 hours; or

•	 Allows a tenant or occupant of a sleeping room to sub-rent the room for a period of 
time that is less than 10 hours.

•	 Adult Motion Picture Theater means a commercial establishment or private club, where for 
any form of consideration, films, digital images or video, motion pictures, video cassettes, 
slides or similar photographic reproductions or mechanically, electronically, chemically, or 
digitally reproduced visual materials are regularly shown characterized by an emphasis upon 
the depiction, display or exhibition of specified sexual activities or specified anatomical 
areas. An establishment meeting the definition of an adult arcade, above, is not an adult 
motion picture theater.

•	 Adult Theater means a theater, concert hall, auditorium, or similar commercial establishment 
which, for any form of consideration, regularly features persons who appear nude or live 
performances which are characterized by exposure of specified anatomical areas or by 
specified sexual activities.

•	 Sexual Encounter Center, which means a business or commercial establishment or private 
club that offers, for the purpose of sexual arousal, pleasure, gratification, or abuse, for any 
form of consideration, a place where two or more persons may congregate, associate, or 
consort and observe, view, participate, or engage in specified sexual activities or expose 
specified anatomical areas.

•	 Sexually-Oriented Retail Establishment means a commercial establishment that:

•	 Devotes a significant or substantial portion of its business to any one or more of the following 
(“Adult Items”):

•	 The sale, rental or viewing, for any form of consideration, of books, magazines, periodicals 
or other printed matter or photographs, films, motion pictures, digital video, video 
cassettes, slides or other photographic reproductions or mechanically, electronically, 
chemically, or digitally reproduced visual materials which are characterized by an 
emphasis upon the depiction, display or exhibition of specified sexual activities or 
specified anatomical areas;

•	 The sale or rental of instruments, devices, or paraphernalia which are designed for use 
or marketed primarily for engaging in specified sexual activities; or

•	 Is characterized by a one or more of the following:

•	 A significant or substantial portion of its stock in trade consists of Adult Items; or

•	 A significant or substantial portion of its revenues is derived from the rental or sale of 
Adult Items; or
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•	 A significant or substantial portion of its floor space, shelf space or storage space is 
devoted to Adult Items; or

•	 A significant or substantial portion of its advertising is devoted to Adult Items.

•	 Amusement Park means an outdoor entertainment facility that includes such facilities as 
amusement rides (e.g., roller coasters), batting cages, mini-golf, bumper cars, bumper boats, 
go-cart racing, and / or water slides (except that water slides that are incidental to a swimming 
pool do not result in reclassification of an indoor or outdoor recreation use into an amusement 
park).  Amusement parks may also include indoor or outdoor areas with games, food service, 
entertainment stages, and incidental retail uses (e.g., souvenir shops) that are subordinate to the 
principal outdoor entertainment uses.4

•	 Commercial Stables and Riding Academies means a facility that is used to board horses and / or 
to test or advance the skills of horses or riders. 

•	 Indoor Commercial Amusement means uses that provide commercial amusement indoors 
(except sexually-oriented businesses), including, but not limited to:

•	 Bowling alleys;

•	 Indoor playgrounds (may include conventional playground equipment, inflatables, 
trampolines, rock climbing walls, zip lines, and comparable equipment);

•	 Indoor skating rinks (ice or roller);

•	 Laser tag;

•	 Local area network (“LAN”) gaming centers;

•	 Pool / billiard rooms;

•	 Shooting arcades; and

•	 Game arcades (e.g., video games, skee ball, and comparable amusement machines).

•	 Night Club means an establishment designed for evening entertainment such as live music, 
comedy acts, a floor show, or dancing.  Night clubs may include tables and chairs, but do not 
have fixed theater-style seating.  Night clubs may also serve food and / or alcohol.

•	 Race Track means a facility consisting of a paved or unpaved roadway or track that is used 
primarily for the sport of racing motor vehicles (e.g., automobiles, trucks, and / or motorcycles). 
A racetrack may include seating, concession areas, suites, and accessory administrative offices. 
The phrase “race track” also includes any facility used for driving motor vehicles under simulated 
racing or driving conditions (e.g., test tracks, “shakedown” tracks, or other similar facilities).5

•	 Recreation, Indoor means uses that provide recreation opportunities indoors for the public 
(open to the community) or to members, including health clubs, gymnasiums, exercise studios, 

4 This is a suggested new use for the City Code.  Specific standards and locational criteria for “Amusement Park” 
should be developed during a code rewrite.  In the meantime, this use should be prohibited.

5 This is a suggested new use for the City Code.  Specific standards and locational criteria for “Race Track” should 
be developed during a code rewrite.  In the meantime, this use should be prohibited.
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sports instruction, swimming instruction, martial arts schools, yoga studios, dance instruction 
studios, indoor swimming pools, indoor tennis, racquetball, and handball courts, and indoor 
recreation centers.

•	 Recreation, Outdoor means uses that provide recreation opportunities outdoors for the public 
(open to the community) or residents of a subdivision or development, which are generally not 
commercial in nature (except for golf courses, which may be commercial in nature). The phrase 
“recreation, outdoor” includes areas for active or passive recreational activities including, but 
not limited to:

•	 Jogging, cycling, tot-lots, fitness trails, playing fields, playgrounds, outdoor swimming 
pools, and tennis courts;

•	 Golf courses;

•	 Arboretums, wildlife sanctuaries, forests, and other natural areas which may be used for 
walking or hiking; or

•	 Other passive recreation-oriented parks, including picnic areas.

•	 Shooting Range, Outdoor means the use of land for archery and/or the discharging of firearms 
for the purposes of target practice, skeet and trap shooting, mock war games (paintball), or 
temporary competitions, such as turkey shoots.  Excluded from this use type shall be general 
hunting and unstructured and nonrecurring discharging of firearms on private property with 
the property owner’s permission.6

•	 Theater or Stadium, Outdoor means:  (i) an outdoor area surrounded by tiered rows of seats 
or benches, designed for the viewing of sporting events, rodeos, equestrian events, livestock 
exhibitions, concerts, or other organized entertainment; or (ii) an area of land that includes one 
or more large outdoor screens or other structure for the display of motion pictures and an area 
for parking automobiles from which the motion pictures are viewed.

•	 Zoo means a place where live animals are kept and exhibited to the public. The animals may 
also be studied, given medical treatment, and bred.  The term “zoo” does not include uses that 
sell animals.

COMMUNITY, CIVIC, EDUCATION, AND INSTITUTIONAL USE DEFINITIONS

•	 Cemetery means land used or intended to be used for the burial of the dead and dedicated 
for cemetery purposes. A “Cemetery” use may include a funeral home or mortuary or a 
columbarium, but shall not include a crematory.

•	 Crematorium means a building in which human remains are cremated, which may also include 
a Funeral Home / Mortuary.

•	 Day Care, Adult means a facility which is certified by the State of Colorado to provide health 
and social services on a less than twenty-four-hour basis to elderly, blind, or disabled adults.

•	 Day Care, Child means a facility, by whatever name known, that is maintained for the whole or 

6 This is a suggested new use for the City Code.  Specific standards and locational criteria for “Shooting Range, 
Outdoor” should be developed during a code rewrite.  In the meantime, this use should be prohibited.
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part of a day for the care of five or more children who are 18 years of age or younger and who 
are not related to the owner, operator, or manager thereof, whether the facility is operated with 
or without compensation for such care and with or without stated educational purposes.  The 
phrase includes, but is not limited to, facilities commonly known as day care centers, school-age 
child care centers, nursery schools, day camps, summer camps, and centers for developmentally 
disabled children.  The phrase “child day care” does not include any facility licensed as a family 
child care home, a foster care home, or a specialized group home facility pursuant to Article 6 
of Title 26 of the Colorado Revised Statutes.

•	 Funeral Home / Mortuary means a building that is used principally for (i) human funeral 
services; (ii) embalming and the performance of other services used in the preparation of the 
dead for burial; (iii) the performance of autopsies and other tests or surgical procedures on 
human remains.  In addition to these functions, funeral homes may also store caskets, funeral 
urns, hearses and other vehicles used in funeral processions.  The phrase “Funeral Home / 
Mortuary” does not include the term “Crematorium.”

•	 Hospital means an institution that is licensed, certified, or approved as a “hospital” by the 
Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment, where sick or injured persons are 
given medical care and, in the course of same, are housed overnight, fed, and provided nursing 
and related services.

•	 Institutional Residential means institutional housing combined with common food service, 
nursing, counseling, health care, and / or comparable or related services, including:

•	 Facilities which would be classified as “group homes,” except that they exceed the number 
of residents allowable for a group home;

•	 In-patient alcohol and / or drug addiction rehabilitation centers, regardless of the number 
of residents; and

•	 Any other comparable facility that provides a residential care arrangement for more than 
eight people.

The phrase “institutional residential” does not include:

•	 Assisted living facilities / congregate care;

•	 Nursing homes; or

•	 Group homes of any type.

•	 Library means a public or nonprofit facility in which books, periodicals, audio or video 
recordings, film, digital media, and comparable materials are kept for use or loaning to patrons 
of the facility. Such use may also offer use of computers and the incidental or periodic sale of 
surplus books.

•	 Place of Assembly means a building in which people assemble for civic, educational, religious, 
or cultural purposes. This use includes facilities used for the following:

•	 Places of worship;

•	 Meeting halls;

•	 Event centers;
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•	 Fraternal organizations; and

•	 Private clubs.

•	 Police or Fire Station means a police station or a fire station, including substations and dispatch 
centers. The phrase “police or fire station” does not include training facilities of a different 
character than the station, such as shooting ranges or fire training centers that conduct live 
burns.

•	 Protective Care means a facility that provides custodial care and treatment in a protective 
living environment for persons residing voluntarily or by court placement including, without 
limitation, correctional and post-correctional facilities, juvenile detention facilities, halfway 
houses, and temporary custody facilities. Protective care also includes uses that would be 
classified as institutional residential if they involve treatment for sexual offenders or people 
with a known tendency to commit acts of violence.7

•	 School, Pre-kindergarten means a facility which provides daily care with educational services for 
children not yet attending elementary school.

•	 School, Elementary means a school that provides general full-time educational curriculum for 
grades one through five, and which may include a kindergarten.

•	 School, Middle means a school that provides general full-time educational curriculum for 
grades six through eight.

•	 School, High means a school that provides general full-time educational curriculum for grades 
nine through 12.

•	 School, Vocational, Trade, or Language means an educational facility that primarily teaches 
skills that directly prepare students for jobs in a trade or profession or provides instruction in 
language. Examples include, but are not limited to, art schools, business colleges, trade schools, 
secretarial colleges, and language schools.

•	 School, College or University means an educational institution that is authorized by the State 
of Colorado or other nationally recognized accrediting entity to award associates’ or higher 
degrees.

•	 Shelter means a facility providing a temporary living environment for nine or more adults or 
children without compensation, including, but not limited to shelters for abused children or 
adults; or homeless persons.

MOTOR VEHICLE AND HEAVY EQUIPMENT, 
TRANSPORTATION, LOGISTICS, AND STORAGE USE DEFINITIONS

•	 Fueling or Charging Station means a building and / or surfaced area where vehicles may be 
refueled or recharged.

•	 Motor Vehicle Repairs and Service, Heavy means:

•	 Repairs to passenger vehicles that are not classified as Motor Vehicle Repairs / Service, 

7 This is a suggested new use for the City Code.  Specific standards and locational criteria for “Protective Care” 
should be developed during a code rewrite.  In the meantime, this use should be prohibited.
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Light (including body repairs, paint, upholstery, engine replacement or reconditioning, 
air conditioning replacement, tire recapping, and custom body work, but not including 
installation of audio, video, and navigation systems); and

•	 Any type of repairs to commercial vehicles or construction vehicles.

•	 Motor Vehicle Repairs and Service, Light means:

•	 Routine service to passenger vehicles which generally takes less than 90 minutes to complete 
(e.g., tire rotation and balance, brake service, oil changes, glass repair and replacement, fluid 
changes, etc.); and

•	 Repairs and service to motorcycles, scooters, snowmobiles, ATVs, riding lawnmowers, and 
other vehicles with engines of less than 1500 cc displacement.

•	 Motor Vehicle Sales or Rental, Commercial or Construction Vehicles means the sale or rental of 
commercial vehicles or construction vehicles at the location where inventory is stored. Outdoor 
storage of commercial or construction vehicles for brokers is included in the definition of the 
phrase “Motor Vehicle Sales or Rental, Commercial or Construction Vehicles.” Not included in 
the definition are:

•	 Brokering of commercial or construction vehicles which are stored off-site and delivered 
directly to customers (an office use); and

•	 Indoor storage of commercial or construction vehicles for brokers who are located off-site 
(a warehousing and distribution use).

•	 Motor Vehicle Sales or Rental, Motorcycles, Scooters, Snowmobiles, and ATVs means the sale 
or rental of motorcycles, scooters, snowmobiles, and ATVs at the location where inventory is 
stored. Outdoor storage of motorcycles, scooters, snowmobiles, and ATVs for off-site brokers is 
included in the definition of the phrase “Motor Vehicle Sales or Rental, Motorcycles, Scooters, 
Snowmobiles, and ATVs.” Not included in the phrase is:

•	 Brokering of motorcycles, scooters, snowmobiles, or ATVs which are stored off-site and 
delivered directly to customers (an office use); and

•	 Indoor storage of motorcycles, scooters, snowmobiles, and ATVs for brokers who are 
located off-site (a warehousing and distribution use).

•	 Motor Vehicle Sales or Rental, Passenger Vehicles and Light Trucks means the sale or rental of 
passenger vehicles and light trucks at the location where inventory is stored.  Not included 
in the definition are passenger vehicle rental agencies that arrange the rental of vehicles that 
are stored off-site and delivered directly to customers, or picked up by customers at another 
location.

•	 Recreational Vehicle and Boat Sales and Rental means the sale or rental of recreational vehicles 
or boats at the location where inventory is stored. Outdoor storage of recreational vehicles or 
boats for brokers is included in the definition of the phrase “Recreational Vehicle and Boat 
Sales.”  Not included in the definition are:

•	 Brokering of recreational vehicles or boats which are stored off-site and delivered directly 
to customers (an office use); and
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•	 Indoor storage of recreational vehicles or boats for brokers who are located off-site (a 
warehousing and distribution use).

•	 Vehicle Wash means any area or business using self-service, in-bay automatic, or conveyor 
equipment for cleaning and washing motor vehicles, whether as a part of another business 
operation (e.g., as an accessory use to light automobile service / fueling station or vehicle sales, 
rental, and service), or as a stand alone operation, of any type, on a commercial basis. The 
definition includes fleet and municipal in-bay automatic and conveyor vehicle wash facilities.

•	 Heliport means a facility that is designed to be used for the take-off and / or landing of helicopters, 
including operations facilities such as maintenance, loading and unloading, storage, fueling, or 
terminal facilities.

•	 Helistop means an area used for the take-off or landing of private helicopters for the purpose of 
picking up and discharging of passengers or cargo. Helistops are not open for general use.

•	 Mini-Storage means the provision of individual storage compartments for household or 
commercial goods within a building.  Storage spaces may be accessed from interior hallways or 
individual outside doors.  This use may include quarters for one or more persons employed by 
and residing at the mini-storage facility for the purpose of on-site management and security.

•	 Parking Lot means an area of land that is designated for the parking of automobiles and light 
trucks, the related parking aisles, the landscaped areas that are surrounded by the parking lot’s 
paved areas, and the landscaped areas at the corners of the paved areas insofar as their inclusion 
in the parking lot area gives it a regular shape. The phrase “parking lot” does not include 
driveways on individual residential lots, nor does it include individual garages or carports. 
Parking lots that are principal uses of property are not related to a specific land use on the same 
parcel.

•	 Parking Structure means a structure that is composed of one or more levels that are used 
exclusively for the parking of motor vehicles. A parking structure may be totally below grade 
(underground parking structure); or partially or totally above grade (above-ground parking 
structure); and may be separate from or integrated into a building that is used for other 
purposes. Parking structures include parking lifts. Parking structures that are principal uses of 
property are not related to a specific land use on the same parcel.

•	 Storage Yard means a location for outdoor storage of operable equipment and materials for off-
site processing, construction projects, or right-of-way maintenance.

•	 Warehousing and Distribution means a facility where goods are received from heavy trucks or 
rail cars and then stored for subsequent delivery to off-site wholesalers, retailers, or consumers.  
This use includes logistics centers, product warehouses, and moving warehouses (including 
indoor storage of portable on-demand storage containers).  

UTILITIES AND WIRELESS TELECOMMUNICATIONS FACILITIES DEFINITIONS

•	 Utilities, Major means generating plants, electrical substations, switching buildings, refuse 
collection facilities, and water or wastewater treatment plants. “Major utility” also includes 
overhead electrical transmission lines and distribution feeder lines that collect and transmit 
over 110 KV of power. “Major utility” does not include uses more specifically defined in this 
Code, such as “telecommunication facilities.”
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•	 Telephone Exchange / Telecommunications Hotel / Server Farm means a building that is used 
exclusively for the transmission and exchange of telephone signals; or a facility used by 
telecommunications carriers, internet access providers, or internet service providers, in which 
equipment for telecommunications and data processing use (e.g., rack-mounted servers, 
data storage devices, switches, routers, and other comparable technology infrastructure) is 
concentrated and physically secured. Equipment in a telecommunications hotel or server farm 
may be owned or operated by more than one entity. The phrase does not include the phrase 
“wireless telecommunications facility.”

•	 Wireless Telecommunications Facility means radio or television broadcasting towers, 
telecommunications towers, commercial mobile radio services antennae and associated 
facilities, and antenna / satellite dish arrays (free-standing or attached to buildings).  The phrase 
does not include residential satellite dishes, TV or HDTV antennae, or amateur radio antennae.

#5. Revise the Use-Specific Standards to Conform to New Land Uses, to Eliminate 
Unnecessary Regulation, and to Avoid Legal Challenge

GENERALLY

The revision of the use list will have a substantial impact on the use-specific standards of Article 5.  
This section provides suggested modifications to the use-specific standards.  Since changes to the 
use-specific standards were not vetted through a public process, this section attempts to reconcile 
them with the changes to the use list without substantially changing the City’s land use policy—
except where that policy may pose a legal risk to the City.

SPECIFIC SUGGESTIONS

•	 Sec. 5.2.1, Adult Businesses.  The current standards for adult businesses (“Sexually-Oriented 
Businesses”) include a high degree of discretion for policymakers.  Since these uses are politically 
unpopular and also protected by the First Amendment, the standards tend to invite abuse and 
litigation.  To survive legal challenge, it is a best practice for standards for adult businesses to 
be highly specific, justified based on enumerated “secondary effects” of the uses and the studies 
that identify them, and designed to mitigate the “secondary effects.”  The best practice from a 
defensibility standpoint is to apply the standards administratively.

Centennial, Colorado provides a reasonable model for regulating “Sexually-Oriented 
Businesses.”  Like Arvada, Centennial requires sexually-oriented businesses to obtain a business 
license in addition to zoning approval.  Centennial’s regulations are set out in Figure II-C, and 
are a suggested starting point for revising Section 5.2.1 of the City Code.
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FIGURE II-C:  CENTENNIAL, COLORADO’S STANDARDS FOR SEXUALLY ORIENTED BUSINESSES

A. Generally. The standards of this Section apply to sexually oriented business uses that are specified in Table 
12-2-303, Commercial, Recreation, and Amusement Uses, as “L.”   These standards are applied in addition to 
the other applicable standards of this LDC.

B. Findings and Intent.

1. Findings. Based on evidence concerning the adverse secondary effects of sexually oriented business-
es on the community presented in land use studies made available to the City Council and on findings 
incorporated in the cases of the City of Littleton v. Z.J. Gifts, 541 U.S. 774 (2004), City of Erie v. Pap’s A.M., 120 
S. Ct. 1382 (2000), Barnes v. Glen Theatre, Inc., 501 U.S. 560 (1991), FW/PBS, Inc. v. City of Dallas, 493 U.S. 215 
(1990), City of Renton v. Playtime Theatres, Inc., 475 U.S. 41 (1986), Young v. American Mini Theatres, 426 U.S. 
50 (1976), Essence, Inc. v. City of Federal Heights, 285 F.3d 1272 (10th Cir. 2002), Z.J. Gifts D-2, L.L.C. v. City of 
Aurora, 136 F. 3d 683 (10th Cir. 1998), O’Connor v. City and County of Denver, 894 F. 2d 1210 (10th Cir. 1990), 
City of Colorado Springs v. 2354 Inc., 896 P.2d 272 (Colo. 1995), 7250 Corp. v. Board of County Commissioners 
for Adams County, 799 P. 2d 917 (Colo. 1990), and Marco Lounge, Inc. v. City of Federal Heights, 625 P.2d 982 
(Colo. 1981), and on studies in other communities including, but not limited, to Adams County, Colorado; 
Dallas, Texas; Denver, Colorado; Garden Grove, California; Whittier, California; Indianapolis, Indiana; St. 
Paul, Minnesota; Los Angeles, California; Islip, New York; Ellicottville, New York; Las Vegas, Nevada; Rome 
City, Georgia; Houston, Texas; New York, New York; Oklahoma City, Oklahoma; Phoenix, Arizona; and 
Tucson, Arizona; and a study prepared by the American Center for Law and Justice dated March 1996; the 
Centennial City Council finds:

a. There are a substantial number of sexually oriented businesses in the Denver metropolitan area 
and these uses require special supervision from public safety agencies and municipal regulation in 
order to protect the health, safety and welfare of the patrons of such businesses as well as the citi-
zenry;

b. Regulation of sexually oriented businesses furthers substantial governmental interests and is 
necessary because, in the absence of such regulation, significant criminal activity, including prostitu-
tion, narcotics and liquor law violations, has historically and regularly occurred;

c. Sexually oriented businesses are frequently used for unlawful and unhealthful sexual activities, 
including prostitution and sexual liaisons of a casual nature;

d. The concern over sexually transmitted diseases, including HIV, is a legitimate health concern of 
the City which demands reasonable regulation of sexually oriented businesses in order to protect the 
health and well-being of the citizens;

e. Sexually oriented businesses have a deleterious effect on both neighboring businesses and sur-
rounding residential areas causing an increase in crime and a decrease in property values;

f. Sexually oriented businesses lend themselves to ancillary unlawful and unhealthy activities that 
are often uncontrolled by the operators of the establishments;

g. Some people frequent certain adult theaters, adult arcades and other sexually oriented busi-
nesses to engage in sex within the premises of such sexually oriented businesses;

h. Sexually oriented businesses have serious objectionable characteristics, particularly when they 
are located in close proximity to each other, thereby contributing to urban blight and downgrading 
the quality of life in the adjacent area;

i. City Council recognizes the possible harmful impact on children and minors exposed to the ef-
fects of adult businesses that includes those encountered when children walk through or visit in the 
immediate neighborhood of such businesses;

j. The City wishes to minimize and control adverse effects and thereby protect the health, safety 
and welfare of the citizens; preserve the quality of life; preserve the property values and character of 
surrounding neighborhoods; deter the spread of urban blight and protect the citizens from increased 
crime; and

k. It is not the intent of the ordinance codified in this Section to suppress any speech protected by 
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the First Amendment, but to enact content-neutral regulations that address the secondary effects of 
sexually oriented businesses.

2. Intent. The intent of this Section is to set reasonable and uniform regulations to prevent the deleteri-
ous location and siting of sexually oriented business. These Regulations impose restrictions no greater 
than necessary to further the City’s interest in preventing negative secondary effects attributable to sexu-
ally oriented businesses. This Section is to be construed as a regulation of time, place, and manner of the 
location of these businesses, consistent with the United States and Colorado Constitutions. The provisions 
of this Section have neither the purpose nor the effect of imposing a limitation or restriction on the con-
tent of any communicative materials, including sexually oriented materials. Similarly, it is not the intent 
nor effect of this Section to restrict or deny access by adults to sexually oriented materials protected by 
the First Amendment. It is also not the intent of this Section to condone or legitimize the distribution of 
obscene material or material not protected by the First Amendment.

B. Location and Siting Requirements.

1. It is unlawful to operate or cause to be operated a sexually oriented business in any location except 
as provided in this LDC, as amended from time to time and subject to licensing approval by the City 
in conformance with Title 6, Business Licenses and Regulations, Article 5, Sexually Oriented Business 
Licenses, of the Centennial Municipal Code.

2. Sexually oriented businesses shall be permitted only upon properties zoned Industrial (“I”) within the 
boundaries of the City of Centennial lying between Interstate 25 on the west; Havana Street on the east; 
Costilla Avenue on the south; and Arapahoe Road on the north. Sexually oriented businesses shall be 
prohibited on properties zoned under a planned unit development preliminary development plan that 
expressly or implicitly allows for Industrial uses or uses that are permitted under I-1 or I-2 districts before 
the Effective Date.

3. No sexually oriented business shall be located within 1,000 feet of the following:

a. A school;

b. A boundary of any residential district or residentially zoned property;

c. A dwelling unit (single-family, single-family attached, or multifamily);

d. A publicly designated park owned or controlled by a municipality or special district that is avail-
able for use by the general public;

e. A state-licensed child care center located in the City of Centennial;

f. A church exceeding a total of 10,000 square feet that routinely and regularly schedules and con-
ducts or provides related activities including, but not limited to, child care and other youth activities, 
educational classes, concerts, theater or other similar community events, on days of each week other 
than Sunday; or

g. Another sexually oriented business.

4. It is unlawful to cause or permit the operation or maintenance of more than one sexually oriented 
business in the same building, structure, lot, parcel, or portion thereof regardless of whether such busi-
nesses would be owned or operated by the same owner or lessee.

5. For purposes of this Section, distance requirements between structures and uses specified in this 
Section shall be measured in accordance with the following:

a. When a proposed or existing use is housed in a structure or building, the required distance is 
measured to the closest exterior wall of the structure or building.

b. When a proposed or existing use is housed within a building also occupied by other uses, such as 
within a multi-tenant shopping center, the required distance is measured from the closest portion of 
the building devoted to the proposed or existing use in question.

c. When a proposed or existing use or activity is not housed in a structure or building (e.g., a park) 
or such use is a school, the required distance is measured to the closest lot or property line of the lot 
or parcel containing the use, activity, or school.
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d. The required distance to a residential district or to a residentially zoned property is measured 
to the closest zoning district boundary, as shown on the official zoning map, or to the closest lot or 
property line of the specifically zoned property.

e. The required minimum distance is measured wherever the distance shall be the shortest 
between the proposed use or activity and existing use or activity, without regard to intervening 
structures or streets. Except as provided in subsection C.3.e., above, the presence of a city, county or 
other political subdivision boundary shall be irrelevant for purposes of calculating and applying the 
distance requirements of this section.

6. A sexually oriented business lawfully operating is not rendered in violation of this subsection by the 
subsequent location of a school, child care center, dwelling unit (single or multiple), park, or residential 
zoning district within 1,000 feet of the sexually oriented business.

D. Location and Siting Requirement Exceptions. The location and siting requirements of subsection C., above, 
shall not apply to the following:

1. Any sexually oriented business expressly described as an approved use in an annexation agreement 
approved by ordinance of the City of Centennial.

2. Any sexually oriented business for which a vested property right (within the meaning of Colorado 
law) was lawfully conferred or established provided that such right remains valid and effective.

E. Exterior.

1. It shall be unlawful for the owner or operator of a sexually oriented business to allow exterior por-
tions of the sexually oriented business to be painted any color other than shades of brown, beige, tan or 
grey. Substitutes may be proposed by the owner or operator which may be accepted by the City upon a 
determination by the City that such substitute color is compatible with and similar to other neighboring 
buildings’ colors; provided however, the use of high intensity colors, primary colors, metallic colors, black 
or fluorescent colors is prohibited. This provision shall not apply to any sexually oriented business if the 
following conditions are met:

2. The sexually oriented business is a part of a commercial or industrial multi-unit center; and

3. The exterior portions of each individual unit in the commercial or industrial multi-unit center, includ-
ing the exterior portions of the sexually oriented business, are painted the same color as one another or 
are painted in such a way so as to be a component of the overall architectural style or pattern of the com-
mercial multi-unit center.

4. No merchandise or pictures of the products or entertainment on the premises shall be displayed in 
window areas or any area where they can be viewed from the exterior of the building.

F. Signs. In addition to, and notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in the sign regulations set 
forth in Article 6 or other regulation of this LDC, sexually oriented business signs shall be limited as follows:

1. No more than one exterior sign shall be allowed for any sexually oriented business;

2. No animation shall be permitted on or around any sexually oriented business sign or on the exterior 
walls or roof of the premises;

3. No descriptive art, pictures, or designs depicting any activity related to, or inferring the nature of the 
business shall be allowed on any sexually oriented business sign.  Said signs shall contain alphanumeric 
copy only; and

4. Only flat wall signs shall be permitted, not exceeding a total of sixty (60) square feet.
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•	 Sec. 5.2.2, Auction House or Yard.  This Report recommends deletion of this specific use type.  
Section 5.2.2 should be deleted.

•	 Sec. 5.2.3, Automobile Rentals.  This Reports recommends deletion of this specific use type 
after consolidation into “motor vehicle sales or rental, passenger vehicles and light trucks.”  
Section 5.2.3 should be modified as follows:

5.2.3.  - Motor Vehicle Sales or Rental, Passenger Vehicles and Light Trucks.  In the PUD-BP 
District, automobile rentals are permitted only in principal hotel and motel uses with a 
conditional use permit.  Sales are not permitted.

•	 Sec. 5.2.4, Automotive Wash Facility.  This Report recommends revising this specific use type 
to the more general phrase “Vehicle Wash.”  Section 5.2.4 should be modified to replace the 
phrase “automotive wash facility” with the phrase “vehicle wash.”

•	 Sec. 5.2.5, Bakery. This Report recommends deletion of this specific use type.  Section 5.2.5 
should be deleted.

•	 Sec. 5.2.6, Bed and Breakfast Establishments.  This section should be retained without changes.

•	 Sec. 5.2.7, Borrow Pits.  This section should be retained. “Maintenance and cleaning of ditches, 
lakes, ponds, and water storage reservoirs” is currently exempt from this section.  The City 
should consider exempting major ditch improvements (e.g., installation of box culverts) as well.

•	 Sec. 5.2.8, Building Materials and Services/Outdoor Storage.  This Reports recommends 
revising this specific use type to the more general phrase “Heavy Retail.”  Section 5.2.8 should 
be modified to replace the phrase “Building Materials and Services/Outdoor Storage” with the 
phrase “Heavy Retail.”

•	 Sec. 5.2.9, Community Gardens.  This Report recommends combining “Community Gardens” 
into the more general term “Agriculture.”  In non-agricultural zoning districts, the standards for 
agriculture could be simplified as follows:  (i) hours of operation are limited to dawn to dusk; 
(ii) lighting is prohibited; (iii) the combined floor area of buildings and accessory structures 
is limited to 2.5 percent of the lot area or 1,000 square feet, whichever is less; (iv) the garden 
must be maintained year-round to control overgrowth, weeds, dust, erosion, run-off, litter, and 
equipment clutter; (v) distribution of crops on-site is permitted unless the Director finds that 
the practice generates excessive traffic and parking demands in the general vicinity of the use; 
(vi) outdoor storage of heavy equipment is prohibited on lots smaller than two acres; and (vii) 
the Director may require off-street parking with a durable surface if gardeners are likely to 
access the garden with motor vehicles and adequate on-street parking is unavailable.

•	 Sec. 5.2.10, Community Supported Agricultural Farms (CSA).  This Report recommends 
combining “Community Supported Agricultural Farms (CSA)” into the broader term 
“Agriculture.”  Section 5.2.9 is sufficient to address CSA, and Section 5.2.10 should be deleted.

•	 Sec. 5.2.11, Convenience Lending Operations.  This Report recommends differentiating 
“Convenience Lending Operations” (as a specific use type) and “Pawnbrokers.”  For the purposes 
of Section 5.2.11, the phrase “or Pawnbroker(s)” should be added after “Convenience Lending 
Operations,” so that the current standards will still be applied to Pawnbrokers after the uses are 
differentiated.
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•	 Sec. 5.2.12, Convenience Stores and Service Stations.  This Report recommends deleting 
the specific use type “Convenience Store” and combining it into “Retail Sales and Services.”  
References to convenience stores should be removed from this Section.  The phrase “Service 
Station” should be changed to “Fueling or Charging Station.”  Standards for the specific use type 
“Motor Vehicle Repair or Service, Light” should be moved to a separate section that addresses 
that use. 

•	 Sec. 5.2.13, Crop Production Farms.  This Report recommends consolidating this specific 
use type into the more general term “Agriculture.”  “Agriculture” uses in non-agricultural zone 
districts would be regulated by Section 5.2.9.  Section 5.2.13 should be deleted.

•	 Sec. 5.2.14, Cultural Facilities in the R-NT Zoning District.  This Report recommends 
consolidating “Cultural Facilities” into the more general phrase “Places of Assembly.”  Sec. 
5.2.14 should be modified to replace the phrase “cultural facilities” with the phrase “places of 
assembly.”  Additionally, the phrase “in the R-NT Zoning District” should be removed from the 
title of this section to make it parallel in style to comparable sections in Article 5.

•	 Sec. 5.2.15, Eating and Drinking Establishments.  Currently, this use classification includes Fast 
food restaurant; Fast Food w/drive thru; Restaurant; and Bar, tavern, night club.  This Report 
recommends replacing “Fast food restaurant,” “Fast Food w/drive thru,” and “Restaurant” with 
“Restaurant, Low Turnover” and “Restaurant, High Turnover,” keeping “Bar and Tavern,” and 
moving “Night Club” to the Recreation and Amusement category.  Section 5.2.15 should be 
retitled “Restaurants, Bars, and Taverns.”  The phrase “Eating and Drinking Establishment” 
should be changed to “Restaurant, Bar, or Tavern.”  The phrase “Fast Food Restaurant” should 
be changed to “High Turnover Restaurant.”

•	 Sec. 5.2.16, Events Center.  This Report recommends consolidating this use with the more 
general phrase “Places of Assembly.”  Section 5.2.15 provides the pertinent scale standard for 
this use.  The other “standards” in section 5.2.16 are definitional in nature.

•	 Sec. 5.2.17, Farmers Markets.  This Section should be deleted.  Farmers Markets are a temporary 
use (a “special event”), and this Section is not necessary.

•	 Sec. 5.2.18, Fast Food Restaurants.  This Section should be consolidated with Section 5.2.15, 
and the phrase “Fast Food Restaurant” should be replaced with “High Turnover Restaurant.”  
Ultimately, the City should consider whether the design standards that are currently applied 
to “fast-food restaurants” (or comparable standards) should be generalized and streamlined to 
prevent “logo architecture” in general. 

•	 Sec. 5.2.19, Financial Institutions in the R-NT Zoning District.  This Report recommends 
consolidating “Financial Institutions” into “Retail Sales and Services.”  This section should be 
deleted.

•	 Sec. 5.2.20, Freight Terminals.  This Report recommends consolidating “Freight Terminal” 
with the more general phrase “Warehousing and Distribution.”  “Warehousing and Distribution” 
should replace “Freight Terminal” throughout this section.

•	 Sec. 5.2.21, Greenhouse Including Retail Sales of Related Products.  This Report recommends 
reclassifying this use as “Heavy Retail.”  The standards of Section 5.2.21 should be consolidated 
with the standards of section 5.2.8.
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•	 Sec. 5.2.22, Group Living Facilities.  Ultimately, this Section should be modified to reduce 
spacing requirements and move administrative procedures to a more appropriate location in 
the code.  However, since this Report does not recommend changing the specific use types 
for group living facilities, this section should remain intact until it can be examined in greater 
detail during a code rewrite process that involves public participation.

•	 Sec. 5.2.23, Industry, Manufacturing, and Production.  This Report recommends that 
industrial uses be classified as “light industrial” or “heavy industrial.”  The vocabulary of this 
Section should be updated accordingly.  

•	 Sec. 5.2.24, Kennels.  This section should be retained.

•	 Sec. 5.2.25, Light Trade and Technical Uses.  This Report recommends deleting this use from 
the Use Table.  This Section should be deleted.

•	 Sec. 5.2.26, Market Gardens.  This Report recommends consolidating this specific use type 
into the more general term “Agriculture.”  “Agriculture” uses in non-agricultural zone districts 
would be regulated by Section 5.2.9.  Section 5.2.26 should be deleted.

•	 Sec. 5.2.27, Mini-Storage and Warehouse.  This Section should be retained.

•	 Sec. 5.2.28, Mining/Surface Resource Extraction.  This Report recommends that extraction 
of minerals be performed according to a Master Plan for Extraction prepared by the Planning 
Commission under the authority of C.R.S. § 34-1-304.  The master plan requirement could be 
added to an updated Article 5 or to an updated code at a later date.

•	 Sec. 5.2.29, Office—General Contractor with Outdoor Storage.  This  Report recommends 
deleting this use from the Use Table.  Accordingly, since this section provides only a cross-
reference to a generally applicable screening standard, this Section should be deleted.

•	 Sec. 5.2.30, Outdoor Storage (As a Principal Use).  This Report recommends renaming this 
use to “Storage Yard.”  The vocabulary of the section should be updated accordingly.

•	 Sec. 5.2.31, Produce Stands.  This Report recommends consolidating “Produce Stands” and 
“Permanent Roadside Stands” into the phrase “Farm Stand.”  The vocabulary of the section 
should be updated accordingly.  To the extent that temporary and permanent structures will 
both be covered by the regulation, it should be clarified that only temporary structures must 
be removed after six months, and that permanent structures should be put to another use or 
appropriately secured.

•	 Sec. 5.2.32, Recreation or Amusement Facilities, Private or Public, Indoor.  This Section 
provides only cross-references to licensing requirements for certain types of facilities.  Since 
this Report changes the vocabulary of recreation and amusement facilities, this Section should 
be deleted.

•	 Sec. 5.2.33, Repair Services (Not Including Vehicles).  This Report recommends combining 
this use with “Retail Sales and Services.”  Section 5.2.33.A., which limits the area of Repair 
Services relative to other office uses in the same building appears to be unnecessary and 
should be deleted.  Section 5.2.33.B., which requires enclosure in the NC-I/OF and NC-MU-A 
subdistricts, could be applied to all “Retail Sales and Services” uses in those districts.
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•	 Sec. 5.2.34, Retail Establishments.  This Report recommends consolidating “retail 
establishments” with “retail sales and services.”  The vocabulary of this section should be 
updated accordingly.  The allowable floor area in subsection A. should be clarified.

•	 Sec. 5.2.35, Research, Development, and Testing Laboratories.  This Report recommends 
consolidating this use into other categories (e.g., office, light industrial, or heavy industrial).  
This section should be deleted.

•	 Sec. 5.2.36, Reservoir Construction.  This Report recommends deleting this specific use type.  
Standards for excavation at this level should be generally applicable.

•	 Sec. 5.2.37, Transportation and Heavy Equipment Repair and Service.  This use is not in the 
Use Table.  This section should be deleted.

•	 Sec. 5.2.38, Telecommunications Facilities and Dish Antennas.  This Section should be 
retained.  During a code rewrite process, the administrative components of this section should 
be relocated to the portion of the code that sets out all administrative procedures.

•	 Sec. 5.2.39, Travel Trailer Parks.  This Report recommends consolidating “Travel Trailer Park” 
with “Campground / Recreational Vehicle Park.”  The vocabulary of this section should be 
updated accordingly.  Operators should be able to demonstrate compliance with the applicable 
rules of the Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment.

•	 Sec. 5.2.40, Used Merchandise Stores and Donation Centers.  This section should be retained.  
During a code rewrite process, individual standards should be re-evaluated based on public 
input.

•	 Sec. 5.2.41, Warehousing and Distribution.  This section should be retained.

•	 Sec. 5.2.42, Wholesale Establishments.  This section should be retained.

•	 Sec. 5.2.43, Vehicle or Automobile Wrecking or Salvage Yards (including outdoor storage of 
inoperable vehicles).  This section should be retained.

•	 Sec. 5.2.44, Vehicle/Equipment Repair.  This Report recommends classifying “Vehicle/
Equipment Repair as “Motor Vehicle Repair or Service, Light” or “Motor Vehicle Repair or 
Service, Heavy.”  The vocabulary of this section should be updated accordingly.

•	 Sec. 5.2.45, Veterinary Clinic or Office.  This Report recommends using the phrase “Small 
Animal Veterinarian” to describe “Veterinary Clinic or Office.”  The vocabulary of this Section 
should be updated accordingly. 

#6. Make Modest Revisions to Divisions 5.3 and 5.4 to Accommodate the Suggested 
Changes to Divisions 5.1 and 5.2
Division 5.3 deals with accessory uses and structures.  For the most part, it is unaffected by the 
suggested changes to Divisions 5.1 and 5.2.  Additionally, it does not appear to contain any language 
that creates immediate administrative challenges, and none were reported during focus group or 
staff meetings.  Suggested changes are:

•	 Delete Section 5.3.2.D.3, which addresses the number of accessory structures allowed for 
Community Gardens, Market Gardens, Community Supported Agricultural Farms, and 
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Crop Production Farms.  This Report recommends consolidation of these uses into the term 
“Agriculture.”  Standards are provided in Division 5.2.

•	 Delete Sections 5.3.3.D. and 5.3.5.I, which provide cross-references to use-specific standards 
that this Report recommends for deletion.

Division 5.4 deals with temporary uses.  Again, for the most part, it is unaffected by the suggested 
changes to Divisions 5.1 and 5.2.  The Division is not without issues, but should be redrafted in 
the context of an overall code rewrite in order to: (i) deal with the issue of food trucks in light 
of the City’s experience in that area; and (ii) streamline permitting and procedures.  The only 
recommended short-term change is the deletion of section 5.4.2, which provides a cross-reference 
to standards that are recommended for deletion.

Reasonable Accommodations

Summary of Applicable Law
The Federal Fair Housing Act (42 U.S.C. § 3601, et seq.), prohibits discrimination against people 
with disabilities with respect to housing.  Under the Fair Housing Act, discrimination includes 
“a refusal to make reasonable accommodations in rules, policies, practices, or services, when 
such accommodations may be necessary to afford such [disabled] person [or person associated 
with a disabled person] equal opportunity to use and enjoy a dwelling.” 42 U.S.C. § 3604(f)(3)
(B).  Subchapter II of the Americans with Disabilities Act sets out a comparable rule.8  So does the 
Rehabilitation Act. [29 U.S.C. 701 et seq.].  This Report will refer to the three federal laws as the 
“Reasonable Accommodation Requirements.”

The import of the Reasonable Accommodation Requirements is that the City may not intentionally 
discriminate against the disabled, may not implement policies and regulations that have a disparate 
impact upon the disabled, and must provide reasonable accommodations for the disabled.  See 
Cinnamon Hills Youth Crisis Center, Inc. v. Saint George City, 685 F.3d 917, 919 (10th Cir. 2012).

Current “Reasonable Accommodations” Procedures
Two sections of the current Code authorize the Community Development Director (“Director”) 
to approve “reasonable accommodations” as required by the Fair Housing Act:  (i) the minor 
modifications procedure; and (ii) the group living facilities standards.

8 Subchapter II of the Americans with Disabilities Act (42 U.S.C. § 12131, et seq.) provides that “no qualified 
individual with a disability shall, by reason of such disability, be excluded from participation in or be denied the ben-
efits of the services, programs, or activities of a public entity, or be subjected to discrimination by any such entity.”  42 
U.S.C. § 12132.  The implementing regulations for Subchapter II require, in part: “A public entity shall make reasonable 
modifications in policies, practices, or procedures wen the modifications are necessary to avoid discrimination on the 
basis of disability, unless the public entity can demonstrate that making the modifications would fundamentally alter 
the nature of the service, program, or activity.”  28 C.F.R. § 35.130(b)(7). 
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Minor Modifications
The City’s minor modifications process allows “minor modifications” of non-quantitative standards, 
and modifications of most quantitative standards to a limit of 20 percent of the underlying standard 
(e.g., if a setback requirement is 10 feet, the Director is authorized to modify it to 8 feet, a 20 percent 
reduction).  See Sec. 3.19.1.A., Code.  The minor modifications process may not be used to approve: 
(i) an increase in permitted maximum development density or intensity; (ii) a change in permitted 
uses or mix of uses; (iii) an increase in building or structure height if the resulting height will be 
greater than 35 feet; or (iv) a decrease in the amount of common or dedicated open space required.  
See id.

The Director is required to act on the request for minor modifications within 60 days after the 
complete application is filed.  The Director may approve the application if the Director finds that 
“[t]he modification is necessary to satisfy the federal requirements for reasonable accommodation 
of housing for protected groups under the federal Fair Housing Amendments Act.” 

Group Living Facilities  
Section 5.2.22., City Code, sets out performance standards for approval of “group living facilities.”  
Among other things, the performance standards include language that allows the Director to grant 
a request for “reasonable accommodations” as required by the Fair Housing Act:

In response to a written application identifying the type of housing being provided and 
the portions of the Fair Housing Act that require that reasonable accommodations be 
made for such housing, the Community Development Director is authorized to take any 
of the following actions in order to provide reasonable accommodations without the 
need for a rezoning or variance process:

1.  Modify any facility spacing, building setback, height, lot coverage, or landscaping 
requirement by no more than 20%;

2.  Modify any limits on the number of non-related occupants allowed in the principal 
building by no more than 20%;

3.  Modify the requirements for dispersal of Group Homes; or

4.  Reduce any off-street parking requirement by no more than one space.

The Director may approve a type of reasonable accommodation different from that 
requested by the applicant if the Director concludes that a different form of accommodation 
would satisfy the requirements of the Fair Housing Act with fewer impacts on adjacent 
areas. The decision of the Community Development Director shall be accompanied 
by written findings of fact as to the applicability of the Fair Housing Act, the need for 
reasonable accommodations, and the authority for any reasonable accommodations 
approved. Requests for types of accommodation that are not listed above may only be 
approved through a variance or rezoning process.
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Recommendations for Reform of Reasonable Accommodations Procedures

The Scope of “Reasonable Accommodation” in the City Code Should Be Expanded
The Reasonable Accommodations Requirements are not limited to “minor modifications” as defined 
in the Code.  That is, it is foreseeable that a requirement would need to be modified more than 
20 percent, or even waived entirely, in order to provide a required “reasonable accommodation.”  
Unlike the City’s current standards for minor modifications, the Reasonable Accommodations 
requirements set out in the case law set the following general standards:

•	 A reasonable accommodation is used for “changing some rule that is generally applicable so as 
to make its burden less onerous on the hadicapped individual.”  Bangerter v. Orem City Corp., 
46 F.3d 1491, 1501 (10th Cir. 1997) (internal quotations omitted).

•	 The accommodation must be necessary, that is, indispensable or essential, to providing the 
disabled person “equal opportunity to use and enjoy a dwelling.”  Cinnamon Hills Youth Crisis 
Center, Inc. v. Saint George City, 685 F.3d 917, 923 (10th Cit. 2012).  While the law does not 
require “more of better opportunities,” id., it does require equality of opportunity.

•	 The law does not require the City to fundamentally alter its zoning program in order to 
accommodate development that occurred without required permits.

•	 The applicant must show that the accommodation is necessary.  Keys Youth Services, Inc. v. City 
of Olathe, Kansas, 248 F.3d 1267, 1275-76 (10th Cir. 2001).

The Minimum Spacing Requirements for Group Homes Should Be Re-Evaluated
One way to reduce demand for “reasonable accommodations” is to make reasonable reforms to 
the Code to better accommodate people with disabilities.  To this end, the City’s current spacing 
requirements for group homes should be re-examined.  At present, group homes must be located 
not less than 750 feet from other group homes.  For context, a circle with a radius of 750 feet 
covers an area of approximately 40 acres, or about 1/16 of a square mile.  Although the spacing 
requirement finds its source in the Colorado statutes,9 the City has the authority to modify the 
spacing requirement if it sees fit.

In a typical older neighborhood with a grid street pattern that is lined with 60 x 120 foot lots, the 750 
foot radius impacts about 230 lots.  Put another way, in many typical single-family neighborhoods, 
current spacing requirements limit the group home use to less than one-half of one percent of 
the lots.  The vast majority of the affected lots will not even be on the same block as the group 
home from which the spacing requirement is measured.  Some lots that are affected by the spacing 
requirement are as distant as three or four streets away from the group home.

There are two rationales for spacing group homes.  First, spacing is supposed to maintain the 
“single-family” atmosphere of the neighborhood by dispersing homes that tend to have greater 
occupancy (and potentially greater impacts on the neighborhood).  Second, spacing is supposed to 

9 The state of Colorado requires local governments to allow several types of residential group homes as a “resi-
dential use” of property,   For two types of group homes, the state requires 750 feet of spacing between the group homes, 
unless the local government provides otherwise in its zoning regulations. 
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ensures that the residents of the group home live in a neighborhood characterized by “traditional 
families” or their equivalents—a key reason for the existence of group homes in the first place.

In sum, protecting the interests of both the group home and the neighborhood probably requires 
less spacing.  Alternative measures would allow more opportunities for group living as-of-right 
without noticeably compromising community character.  For example, the City could require a 
minimum of 600 feet of spacing (measured along the street centerline) for lots on the same street 
as the group home, and 200 feet of spacing for lots that front on a different street—unless the 
lots are separated from the group home by an arterial highway, significant watercourse, or power 
transmission corridor.

The revision of the group home spacing requirements could be performed during a comprehensive 
code re-write or during the initial update to Article 5.

The Definition of “Family”
The police power is not confined to the elimination of fifth, stench, and unhealthy places.  
It is ample to lay out zones where family values, youth values, and the blessings of quiet 
seclusion and clean air make the area a sanctuary for people.

Village of Belle Terre v. Boraas, 416 U.S. 1, 9 (1974).

Generally
For zoning regulations to identify and protect areas for “family living,” it is appropriate for the 
regulations to define the word “family.”  Not surprisingly, the issue of how to define “family” has 
generated a fair amount of controversy, as it implicates interpersonal relationships, privacy, rights 
of association, and the extent of the government’s power to regulate them.

According to the U.S. Census, in 2010, 2,429 households in Arvada were occupied by two or more 
unrelated persons. About 0.5% of Arvada’s population lived in some kind of group quarters.  It is 
unlikely that many people who live in households comprised of unrelated persons have read the 
City’s definition of “family” and considered it as a factor in their decision to live in Arvada. Put 
another way, the definition of “family” is likely to be raised only in cases of complaint-based zoning 
enforcement.
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Current Definition
The City’s current definition of “family” is:

A.  One or more persons related by blood, marriage, or adoption, living together as a 
single household unit; or

B.  A group of not more than 5 persons not related by blood, marriage, or adoption, living 
together as a single household unit.

C.  A family foster home, licensed by the State of Colorado, or certified by the Jefferson 
County Department of Human Services or Adams County Department of Social Services, 
or a state-licensed child placement agency, and having no more than 4 foster children, 
shall also be considered a “family.”

D.  A “family” shall not include more than one (1) person required to register as a sex 
offender pursuant to Section 18-3-412.5, Colorado Revised Statutes, as amended, unless 
related by blood, marriage, or adoption.

Applicable Law

Federal Courts
At the national level, the two leading cases are Village of Belle Terre v. Boraas10 and Moore v. City of 
East Cleveland, 431 U.S. 494 (1977).11  These cases establish that, as far as the U.S. Constitution is 
concerned: (1) there is no bar to limiting the number of unrelated persons who constitute a “family” 
for zoning purposes to two; and (2) regulations that deal with occupancy of housing cannot “slice 
deeply into the family itself,” that is, they cannot prevent extended families from living together.

Colorado Courts
At one time, Denver’s zoning code did not allow unrelated people to live together in a single-unit 
dwelling.  The Colorado Supreme Court upheld the Denver ordinance against a due process attack, 
citing Belle Terre as controlling authority.  See Rademan v. City and County of Denver, 526 P.2d 1325, 
1326-28 (Colo. 1974).12

10 At issue in Belle Terre was an ordinance that defined family as any number of related persons or not more than 
two unrelated persons.   The owners of a home which was rented to six unrelated college students sued the village, alleg-
ing that the definition violated the equal protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment and the right of association.  
The U.S. Supreme Court upheld the ordinance, holding that it was rationally related to a permissible state objective.

11 In Moore, the U.S. Supreme Court considered an ordinance that defined family in a way that restricted which 
blood relatives could live together in a single-family home.  The Court distinguished Belle Terre because it dealt with 
unrelated persons, and proceeded to strike down the City of East Cleveland ordinance as reaching too far.  As the Court 
put it, “the choice of relatives . . . to live together may not lightly be denied by the State.”  431 U.S. at 505-06.

12 The Denver ordinance, to this day, contains a comprehensive list of blood relatives that are allowed to live in the 
“single-unit dwelling.”  There is no Colorado case law to invalidate that provision of the Denver ordinance as contrary 
to the principles laid down in Moore.
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Lessons from Other States
State courts have a duty to follow the U.S. Supreme Court regarding interpretations of the U.S. 
Constitution.  However, some state courts have considered challenges to the definition of “family” 
that are rooted in rights guaranteed by state constitutions.  While there are no reported cases in 
Colorado that apply the Colorado constitution to a restrictive definition of the word “family,” the 
cases from other states on this topic are instructive.

NEW JERSEY

In New Jersey, a legally defensible definition of “family” is “one or more persons occupying a 
dwelling unit as a single non-profit housekeeping unit, who are living together as a stable and 
permanent living unit, being a traditional family unit or the functional equivalen[t] thereof.”  
Borough of Glassboro v. Vallorosi, 568 A.2d 888, 889 (NJ 1990).  Under that definition, enforcement 
of zoning regulations based on non-family (or multiple-family) use of a single-family residence 
requires case-by-case judgment about whether unrelated occupants of a residence operate as the 
functional equivalent of a traditional family unit.

New Jersey courts have repeatedly struck down definitions of “family” that distinguish between 
related and unrelated individuals.  Unlike the U.S. Supreme Court (which defers to local governments 
on this point), the New Jersey courts reason that the legal and biological relationships among 
members of a “housekeeping unit” are impermissibly imprecise indicators of the harms that the 
zoning regulations seek to prevent (e.g., overcrowding, parking congestion, etc.).  Consequently, 
although it recognizes that a “municipality must draw a careful balance between preserving family 
life and prohibiting social diversity,” the New Jersey Supreme Court has established a firm rule 
that zoning may not be “used as a tool to regulate the internal composition of housekeeping units.”   
State v. Baker, 405 A.2d 368, 371 (NJ 1979).

The Baker decision —which struck down a definition of “family” that precluded more than four 
unrelated individuals from comprising a housekeeping unit—turned in part on the Court’s 
construction of Article I, Part 1 of the New Jersey Constitution, which guarantees a right to privacy 
and association.  Article I, Part 1 provides:

All persons are by nature free and independent, and have certain natural and unalienable 
rights, among which are those of enjoying and defending life and liberty, of acquiring, 
possessing, and protecting property, and of pursuing and obtaining safety and happiness.

One may argue that New Jersey is quite different from Colorado.  However, Article II, Section 3 
of the Colorado Constitution, which recognizes the inalienable rights of Coloradans, is strikingly 
similar New Jersey’s Article I, Part 1:

All persons have certain natural, essential and inalienable rights, among which may 
be reckoned the right of enjoying and defending their lives and liberties; of acquiring, 
possessing and protecting property; and of seeking and obtaining their safety and 
happiness.
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California courts follow the reasoning of New Jersey courts.  See City of Chula Vista v. Pagard, 
171 Cal. Rptr. 738 (Cal. Ct. App. 1981) (striking down ordinance defining family as any number 
of related persons, but not more than three unrelated persons); City of Santa Barbara v. Adamson, 
610 P.2d 436, 437 (Cal. 1980) (striking down ordinance defining family as any number of related 
persons, but not more than five unrelated persons, as a violation of the California constitution).  
Like the New Jersey courts, the California courts have considered whether various definitions of 
“family” impermissibly intrude upon “inalienable rights” guaranteed by the state constitution.  In 
California, those rights are protected by Article 1, Section 1 of the California Constitution:

All people are by nature free and independent and have inalienable rights. Among 
these are enjoying and defending life and liberty, acquiring, possessing, and protecting 
property, and pursuing and obtaining safety, happiness, and privacy.

Recommendation
Arvada should anticipate that Colorado case law on the topic could evolve, and should adopt a 
“hybrid” approach to defining family.  The following definition is suggested:

Family means:

A. One or more persons occupying a dwelling unit as a single non-profit housekeeping unit, 
who are living together as a stable and permanent living unit, being a traditional family unit or 
the functional equivalent thereof.  For the purposes of this paragraph: 

•	 There is a rebuttable presumption that five or fewer unrelated persons are the functional 
equivalent of a traditional family unit; and except as provided in paragraph B., below, 
there is a rebuttable presumption that six or more unrelated persons are not the functional 
equivalent of a traditional family unit; and

•	 Two or more unrelated persons who are required to register as a sex offender pursuant to 
C.R.S. § 18-3-412.5, as amended, are not the functional equivalent of a traditional family unit.

B. In addition to the groups of people identified in paragraph A., above, any of the following 
groups of people are considered a “family” for the purposes of this Code:

•	 eight or fewer people who are sixty years of age or older, living together with or without 
support staff, in a group home for the aged; or

•	 eight or fewer people with mental illness, living together with or without support staff, in a 
group home for persons with mental illness; or

•	 eight or fewer people with intellectual or developmental disabilities, living together with or 
without support staff, in a community residential home; or

•	 eight or fewer people with disabilities, as defined in 28 C.F.R. § 35.104, as amended from 
time to time, who are living together in a group home with or without support staff; or

•	 residents of a family foster care home that maintains a current license from the state of 
Colorado or certification from Jefferson County or Adams County, as applicable.


